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ABSTRACT

This dissertation focused on assessing the Public Sector Employees’ Awareness

on Labor Laws in Ulanga District Council. It was premised on five objectives

which are; to find out employees awareness of labor rights under the new labor

law, to examine employees’ understanding on labor disputes, to determine

employees’ awareness on dispute settlement procedures and to explore

alternative mechanisms for preventing labor disputes. Data collection was done

through conducting interviews, administering questionnaires, and documentary

review. Data analysis was done through using Statistical Package for Social

Science (SPSS) and the findings have been presented in the form of frequency

tables and detailed discussions.

Results from the field showed that employees’ awareness on the current labor

law was twofold dimension in the sense that there were some section within the

Act that employees were well aware, while there were other sections of the same

Act in which they were totally not aware. The areas which the respondents

demonstrated clear awareness were fundamental rights, protections and

discrimination, the right to freedom of association and collective bargaining,

employees’ rights and equal treatment despite their differences, and employment

rights and standards. Low awareness was seen in areas of employment rights at

work. The research also showed that the council has implemented Employment

Standards, Rights and Protection especially freedom of association and

collective bargaining, but employees were less participative in these instruments

of negotiation and empowerment. Additionally the research found that the

employees had low awareness on labor disputes and settlement mechanisms,

and had minimally received training on it.

The study concluded that labour laws are a roadmap for employees and

employers within a work place, and its understanding to both players is a

necessary priority.It was recommended that there is a need for labor law policy

to monitor the effectiveness of the act, more involvement of trade unions in

creating employees awareness, and the need of the law to address the issue of

employees in the informal economy in Tanzania.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background Information

Labour law in Tanzania traced back to the colonial period. Literatures assume

that; in the early societies, the working class was inexistent but it emerged

during the colonial period (Woddis, 1960).This is the period when capital

symbolized by the colonialists was introduced into colonial Tanganyika.

Before colonial period there was a class of peasants and a class of landlords.

The colonialists regulated labor through legislation known as Ordinances. The

colonial masters passed a number of Ordinances to regulate the relationship

between the newly created classes of semi-proletariats (workers).The Colonial

statutes played a major role in facilitating the aims of colonialism because of

the nature of the relation between the colonialists and the laborers (Orde-

Brown, 1933).Thus, labor relations were imposed into the territory by force

and they carried penal sanctions through labor legislations. Such colonial

legislations included:

 The Master and Native Servant(Written Contracts) Ordinance Cap.79

 The Master and Native Servants Ordinance Cap.78

 The Master and Native Servant (Recruitment) Ordinance Cap.80

 Employment of Women and Young Persons Ordinance Cap.82

 The Porters (Restriction and Employment) Ordinance Cap.171

It can be observed that most of these statutes were criminally in nature as

failure to observe them led to criminal liability (Shivji, 2982). This reflects the

objectives of colonial labor legislation which were to safeguard the interests of

the colonial masters. Therefore, the laws were strict to ensure that the colonial

interests are met even if this resulted to ill treatment of the workers. However,

the main labor statute of the colonial time was the Master and Native Servants
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Ordinances of 1929.This statute underwent various amendments before it was

repelled and replaced by the Employment Ordinance in 1955 (which came into

force in 1957) (Shivji, 1986).Ever since, the Employment Ordinance has been

the main statute governing the relationship between employers and employees

from time to time. Other important statutes that governed labor relations in

Tanzania included the Permanent Labor Tribunal Act of 1967(the Industrial

Court act), the Security of Employment Act 1964 and the Workmen’s

Compensation Ordinance Cap 263.  Later, on all of the above named statutes

were repealed and replaced by the Employment Ordinance, Cap.366 (Now the

Employment Act, Cap.366, 2002).

Position-wise, it can be seen that, the Employment Ordinance was a kind of an

umbrella legislation designed to regulate relations between employers and

employees by setting minimum standards (Shivji, 1986). The said legislation

remains an umbrella legislation today providing for the minimum standards of

a contract of employment despite its novelty.Shivji (1986) groups the

provisions of the Employment Ordinance in three categories:

i. There were provisions specifically designed to cover long distance

migrant labor(contract labor and irregular local labor)

ii. There were provisions which attempts to restrict and in some cases to

eliminate, semi-bondage features of wage labor which were recognized

and reflected in the previous legislation

iii. Provisions which attempted to come to grips with the development of a

permanent labor force

Most of these provisions were hardly repealed, and this makes the employment

Ordinance to be an old piece of legislation with some provisions which were

inapplicable in the modern contract of employment. A good example of the

obsolete provisions included those which covered the migrant worker and

those which concerned relocation (Shivji, 1986).
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Generally the law concerning the labor relations changed it was based more on

employee side and this was due to some cases for instance the populist

policies-Ujamaa. However, today the relation favors the employers due to the

liberalization policy. The state has been losing the grip of becoming the largest

employer and it is remaining with the work of regulating the employment

relations between the parties to the contract of employment. Thus the liberal

policy of privatization coupled with the world trends of globalization reflected

the need to have a new labor law regime. Among those regimes or pitfalls

were:

i. The Law gave room for summary dismissal- S. 42 of the Employment

Act. Jurisdiction to determine legal matters were vested in quasi-

judicial bodies like Labor Officer/Commissioner, Minister for Labor

affairs, and the Industrial Court (Refer, the Industrial Court Act).

ii. Also, S.28 (4) of the Industrial Court, made the award (decisions) of the

Industrial Court final and conclusive i.e. not appealable or reviewable

in the courts of law. Unlike the current regime where further

determination of  labor suits from quasi-judicial bodies goes to the

High court (Labor Division) that deals with labor matters.

iii. The Acts were silent as to the issues such as Picketing during strike, use

of the replacement labor in lawful strike or lockout by employer,

locking the employer in the premises. The ELRA, 2004 in S.76 (3)

prohibit the aforesaid conduct during lawful strike or lockout.

iv. Another major weakness of these laws was the manner in which labor

disputes were handled. The net effect of these statutes was a lot of

confusion, overlap and general inefficiency that did not conform well

with the development of the employment sector and obviously it was

one of the hindrances to the investors (Nassoro, 2004 cited in Ng’ingo,

2010).
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Responding to this demands, in 2004, the Tanzania parliament enacted two

new labor law legislation namely; the Employment and Labor Relations Act,

2004 and the Labor Institutions Act, 2004.These legislations complement each

other in the sense that; while the latter establishes the necessary organs,

provides for the appointment of the staff, vest them with jurisdiction and

declares their functions and delimit powers, the former promulgates

substantive law which is supposed to be administered by the said organs.

However, the two statutes work together. The new statutes attempts to

consolidate all the existing labor statutory law and in the process aim at a more

streamlined regime that avoids most of the shortcomings of the previous

regimes.

However; the results of the survey on measuring legal effectiveness:

lessons from Tanzania done by McCann and Lee (2009) indicated that

awareness’ employees in labor laws are of substantial importance in

determining actual conditions of work.

1.2 Problem Statement

The relationship between the employee and employer is one of the primary

elements in an employee’s life within organizational setting. It occupies much

of a person’s adult life. It has both the potential of delivering fulfillment,

meaning and prosperity, or perpetuating poverty, suffering and unhappiness. It

is a symbiotic relationship – neither can do without the other and function

optimally when based on mutual trust.

Despite the enactment and enforcement of the new labor laws, there had been a

number of public sector employees’ labor disputes based on areas such as

salary areas, promotions, recognition, training opportunities, discrimination,

defamation, leave payment, transfer payment, working conditions and the like.

For instance; in 2008/9, 2010, 2012/13 the Teachers’ Trade Union known as

‘Chama cha Walimu Tanzania’ (CWT) organized a national wide strike to
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pressurize the employer (government) to pay them their dues and other claims

including promotion, improvement of workplace environment, and recognition

of their profession(CMA, 2011).Furthermore; Tanzania Railway Workers

Union (TRAWU) organized two strikes in 2009 alone while in 2013 there were

three strikes to demand for their salaries, recognition, respect from the

management, leave, professionalism at work and other allowances. In 2011/12,

Muhimbili National Hospital workers had gone on strike demanding for better

salaries and motivational packages (Ng’ingo, 2010).

In all occasions, the employees and their trade unions had resorted to unlawful

strike as opposed to the purpose of the new labor laws.Moreover;  a Study on

Governance within Public Enterprises in Tanzania undertaken by  Killian and

Kahyarara ( 2012) reported that despite  the existence of ELRA(2004); cases

of intimidation, harassments, abuse of working hours and days are observed in

certain public enterprises. Moreover; demands for increased pay and other

benefits are prevalent in many public enterprises. This study therefore,

intended to make an assessment on the public sector employees’ awareness on

new labor law in Tanzania with the view of harmonizing workplace

relationship on one hand and preventing labor dispute on the other.

1.3 Objectives of the Study

1.3.1 General Objectives

To assess public sector employees’ awareness on Labor Laws in Tanzania.

1.3.2 Specific Objectives

i. To find out employees awareness of labor rights under the new labor

law.

ii. To examine employees’ understanding on labor disputes.

iii. To determine employees’ awareness on dispute settlement procedures.
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iv. To   explore alternative mechanisms for preventions of labor disputes

in the country.

1.4 Research Questions

i. To what extent do   public sector employees are aware on their labor

rights under the new labor law?

ii. To what extent do public employees understand labor disputes

mechanism in Tanzania?

iii. In what extent do public employees’ in Tanzania understand the

disputes settlement procedures?

iv. What are the alternative mechanisms that can be employed to reduce

and prevent the rate of labor disputes in Tanzania?

1.5 Scope of the Study

The study was conducted at Ulanga District Council. Ulanga District is one of

the six districts of the Morogoro Region of Tanzania. The administrative city is

in Mahenge. It covers 24,460 square a kilometer (9,444 sq mi) of which 4,927

square kilometres (1,902 sq mi) is in forest reserves. According to Tanzania

National Census of 2012, the district is said to have 265,203 people.

1.6 Significance of the Study

The study was expected to be of great help in exposing the status of public

sector employees within the Employment and Labor Relation Act

(ELRA,2004), in terms of their statutory rights, legal protection , and the

mechanisms available to take, once their statutory rights are deprived. It would

help safeguarding the rights of the employers, and aiding in an effective and

efficient operationalization of the Statues.

The findings of the study would enable policy makers to review and improve

on the current policies through the use of the recommendations of this study.

Employers would be able to refine their recruitment, retention and termination
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processes and procedures to comply with the laws. This would also improve

their understanding of the laws especially to the employees as a platform for

them to understand what they are entitled to under the Laws.

1.7 Structure of Dissertation

This dissertation covers five main chapters. Chapter one deals with the

provision on the introduction of the study by focusing on the background

information, statement of the problem, research objectives (general and

specific), research questions and the significance of the study. Chapter two is

based on literature reviews addressing four main areas. These are overview of

the Labor and Labor Laws in Tanzania, theoretical literature reviews, empirical

literature review and lastly the conceptual framework. Chapter three centers on

the methodology that was employed in conducting this study. Specifically it

covers research design, area where the study was conducted, population of the

study, sample size and the sampling techniques, types of data and data

collection techniques and finally the data analysis method. Chapter four is

concerned with the presentation and findings. It is divided into two main areas

namely data analysis and presentation, and discussion of the findings. The data

analysis present the analyzed data in form of frequency tables, followed by the

discussion of the findings under the framework of the ELRA(2004) in

collaboration with other secondary literatures. Chapter five attempted to

provide summary of the study, general conclusion, policy implications of the

findings (recommendations) and the suggested areas for another research.

References and Appendices constitute the last part of this dissertation.
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

This chapter is divided into three sections. The first section gives the

theoretical literature that provided guidance while conducting the study. The

second section attempted to trace some studies that relate to this study, done by

earlier researchers. In this part the researcher provided a general overview of

labor laws in Tanzania, specifically the Employment and Labor Relations Act,

2004.The key themes such as Employment Standards, Employment Rights and

Employment Protection were also expounded. The last part covered the

conceptual framework showing the relationship that exists between the

variables.

2.2 Labour Laws

Daniel Blackburn (2006) recalls that, historically, the first labor law(notably

the much-bruited ordinance of laborers Act of 1349 in England) were mainly

aimed at imposing discipline on workers penalizing any protest  movements

and ensuring obedience and loyalty to employers. Often any breach of contract

led to court-ordered forced labor.

Not until 19th c was the need of specific body of law that would provide

workers with minimum protection against any abuses by employers, while

recognizing that Peoples working life cannot be governed by market force

alone. In other words, human labor was no longer to be seen as a commodity.

Labor law was assigned to the realm of public protection, contrary to civil law,

which assumes that the parties to a contract are equal. Through legislation or

collective agreements, labor law seeks to correct the basic inequality between

employer and employee (ILO, 2006).
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Generally, the purpose of labor Laws is to create empowerment under the

following dimensions:

 T o correct the imbalance of power between the worker and employer.

By protecting worker’s rights to organize in trade unions and to bargain

collectively, and to put in place guidelines which prevents the employer

from dismissing the worker without good cause. Labor law set up and

preserves the processes by which workers are empowered to negotiate

from a position of equality or at least of less inequality.

 To prevent working conditions being pushed below levels of society ,

by placing restrictions as the contracting partners’ freedom to contract

on whatever terms they wish and setting minimum standards over

issues such as working time, health and safety, and pay. The law limits

the degree to which the more powerful party can exploit the worker.

 To regulate the labor market place either maximum or minimum limits

on wage.

 To limit trade unions freedom. Labor laws are also used as an

instrument to limit and control trade unions.

2.2.1 Overview of the Employment and Labor Relation Act, 2004

The above mentioned Act is applicable to all employees in the public service of

the Government of Tanzania in Mainland Tanzania, but shall not apply to

members, whether temporary or permanent, in the service of:

i. The Tanzania People Defense Force

ii. The Police Force

iii. The Prison Service

iv. The National Service

The Principle Objective of the Act shall be:

a) To promote economic development through economic efficiency,

productivity and social justice
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b) To provide the legal framework for effective and fair employment

relations and minimum standards regarding conditions of work

c) To provide the legal framework for voluntary collective bargaining

d) To regulate the resort to industrial action as means to resolve disputes

e) To provide a framework for resolution of disputes by mediation,

arbitration and adjudication

f) To give effect to the provisions of the Constitution of the United

Republic of Tanzania of 1977, in so far as they apply to employment

and labor relations and conditions of work

g) Generally to give effect to the Core Conventions of the International

Labor Organizations as well as ratified conventions.

2.3 Theoretical Framework

In this context, the study was guided by the Pluralistic perspective theory of

industrial relations. This theory perceives the organization to be made of

powerful divergent sub groups, each with its own legitimate loyalties and with

their own set of objectives and leaders. In particular, the two predominant sub-

groups in the pluralistic perspective are the management and trade unions.

Consequently, the role of management would be less towards enforcing and

controlling and more toward persuasion and co-ordination. Trade unions are

deemed as legitimate representatives of employees; to provide coordination

and awareness on matters related to the employment issues. Once there is a

conflict, it is dealt by collective bargaining and is viewed not necessarily as a

bad thing and, if managed, could in fact be channeled towards evolution and

positive change.

Although, employers or organizations will like to operate without trade unions

because everything on the rights and benefits of the employees are dealt

according to exiting national policies and laws; still there is a need of a forum

which bring the two groups together and reach mutual understanding on

matters of interest to all.  And this forum is made of the employers and the

trade unions. Collective bargaining is the most important aspect in running of
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the organization, particularly, when conflicts arise at workplace due to

regulations which favors the employers. It thus presents an important forum

which will involve transparency, integrity and ethics in fulfilling objectives of

the organization as team work spirit and fairness; under the umbrella of the

labor laws.

2.4 Employment Dimensions

2.4.1 Employment Standards

Employment standards referred to labor standards are a series of rules and

principles regarding the minimum standards recognized by the international

community for treating workers humanely. Although many kinds of

employment standards exist, the core employment standards are those that the

international community has agreed are applicable to all countries because they

protect basic human rights.

Debate about employment standards has its roots in the early industrialization

period in Europe in the mid-19th century (Engerman, 2003). During this

period, the growing political movement for enhanced workers’ rights reflected

increasing sentiment that a worker should enjoy improved protection from bad

working conditions. Initially, supporters of the employment rights movement

were particularly concerned about improving health and safety conditions at

work. Enforcement of these standards benefits a country as a whole, not only

its workers, because the core employment standards are central to the healthy

functioning of market economies. They create a level playing field for both

foreign and domestic investors thereby improving economic performance.

Empirical evidence suggests, however, that national employment standards

regimes vary based on at least two sets of variables: First, with some notable

exceptions, employment standards regimes appear to diverge significantly with

per capita income levels (Busse, 2006). Low income countries in general

feature less extensive employment standards regimes or, in case relevant laws

and regulations do exist, seem less effective in enforcing such standards
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relative to industrialized countries. That does not automatically imply that

rising income levels will always necessarily result in higher employment

standards.

The employment standards are fundamental principles that protect basic human

rights in the workforce. The international community, largely through the

International Labor Organization (ILO)-a United Nations agency bringing

together representatives of governments, employers and workers, has

developed a consensus with respect to the definition of the core employment

standards. As stated in the ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and

Rights at Work (1998) the core employment standards aim to:

i. Eliminate all forms of forced or compulsory labor;

ii. Effectively abolish child labor;

iii. Eliminate discrimination in respect of employment and occupation; and

iv. Ensure the freedom of association and the right to collective bargaining.

Specific definitions of these principles are spelled out in eight ILO core

employment standard conventions, also known as the fundamental human

rights conventions. International labor standards have been the principle means

through which the international labor organizations has acted since it was

created in 1919(ILO, 2008).They take the forms of conventions or

recommendations. The significance of the international labor standards

depends on their practical effect. They both reflect what is currently possible

and points the way towards social and economic progress. That is why they are

discussed and adopted at the Government representatives together with

representatives of employer and worker organizations from the ILO’s member

states.

The economics of labor/employment standards from the perspective of

developing countries raises a critical whether the imposition of compulsory

core employment standards will affect the international competitiveness of

poor countries. Such standards can in principle, have negative and positive
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consequences depending on the country’s history, the nature of its labor

legislation, the strength of its unions and their ability to strike. The latter may

in turn depend on the institutions the society has evolved for settlement of

disputes. In dynamic terms unions may have a positive effect on labor

productivity by raising wages and obliging the firm to introduce productivity

enhancing technology.

Literatures show that; this is the model successfully used in Sweden in the

post-war period to increase competitiveness, economic growth and social

welfare (Erixon, 2002). However, in a developing country's context with

enormous surplus labor, this is unlikely to be helpful. Moreover, it is not

difficult to imagine that unions could become totally dysfunctional, engaging

in restrictive work practices, discouraging technical progress or engaging in

collective bargaining without any wider social concern for the unemployed or

those in the informal sector.

Recent empirical studies investigated the links between fundamental

International Labor Standards (ILS) and trade. An OECD survey revealed that

low-standards countries do not enjoy better export performance than high

standards countries. No evidence was found that freedom of association

worsened in the countries that liberalized trade, or that these rights impeded

subsequent trade liberalization. The strongest result suggested that that there is

a positive association between successfully sustained trade reforms and

improvements in core standards” and the observance of worker rights “may

work as an incentive to raise productivity through investment in human and

physical capital. On average, countries that improved rights of freedom of

association experienced an increase in GDP from 3.8 per cent to 4.3 per cent,

and manufacturing output growth from 2.4 per cent to 3. 6. per cent within five

years of implementing the change (OECD, 1996). ILS reduces adverse effects

during the transition to liberalized trade and may ease the adjustment arising

from liberalization.
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Countries where core labor standards are not respected continue to receive a

very small share of global investment flows; they do not provide a haven for

foreign firms. Investors increasingly seek locations with highly skilled labor.

Some studies found a negative relationship between non-core standards and

trade performance; fears about a “race to the bottom” are “probably

exaggerated”; opinions continue to differ about the impact of trade on

employment patterns and wage inequality (OECD, 2000).

An econometric study of a sample of 100 countries in the period 1980 to 1999

found little support for any step in the following chain of reasoning: (1)

countries refuse to ratify ILO Conventions so that (2) they can degrade labor

conditions in order to (3) reduce labor costs in order to (4) raise exports and (5)

attract Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) seeking cheap labor (Flanagan, 2002).

An International Labor Organization (ILO) study on the impact of core

International Labor Standards (ILS) on labor costs and foreign direct

investment in 127 countries found “no solid evidence in support of the

conventional wisdom that foreign investors favor countries with lower labor

standards, with all the evidence of statistical significance pointing in the

opposite direction”. The value of this study results from the use of newly

constructed indicators of labor rights covering freedom of association and

collective bargaining, child labor, forced labor and gender equality. Instead of

labor legislation the indicators focused on worker rights in practice. For

example, in respect of freedom of association an index of the incidence and

severity of violations of this right (Kucera, 2001; 2002).

Although there are very few economy wide or comparative international

studies of the effects of labor standards on economic development, there is

considerable research that investigates the micro-level effects of standards on

both firms and workers in developing countries (Heeks and Duncombe, 2003).

In general, these indicate both negative and positive outcomes, and suggest that
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the effect of labor standards in developing countries is likely to be complex,

depending on country-specific and industry-specific factors.

2.4.2 Employment Rights

In Tanzania, every citizen is entitled to equal opportunity and right to equal

terms to hold any office or discharge any function under the state authority,

this is stipulated in Article 22 of The Constitution of The United Republic of

Tanzania (1977). Further to this course, employment standards and

employment rights are interrelated to the extent that they incorporate the decent

work agenda and provide a focus for the work of the Social Security Forum.

This pillar covers measures that promote compliance with the fundamental

principles and rights at work or ‘core labor standards’ as enshrined in the ILO’s

Declaration on the Fundamental Principles and Rights at work. Other

supporting conventions to this initiative include ILO conventions ratified by

statutes by individual states.

There is widespread recognition that poverty cannot be reduced without

promoting rights. According to the UN’s Commission on the Legal

Empowerment of the Poor (2008), the legitimacy and acceptability, of the

economy depends upon basic labor rights, as does the development of human

capital necessary for sustained growth. Discrimination is a good example of

how rights based and development-based approaches are complementary.

Eliminating social discrimination at work means both ensuring respect for a

core human right, whilst also addressing the detrimental effect that

discrimination has on human development (ILO, 2008). It is being tackled

through a combination of promotion of primary education, community

development as well as improved labor inspection.

Despite on-going tension about the place of labor standards in the international

development agenda, particularly regarding the relationship between economic

growth and labor standards; On the one hand, labor standards particularly the

core labor standards are posited as fundamental human rights and freedoms
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that should be enjoyed by all workers. However, at the other end of the

spectrum, some schools of thought argue that labor standards are a

protectionist device that raise the cost of employment and represent an

impediment to development. Many developing countries see a trade-off

between higher labor standards and competitiveness, whereby higher standards

are perceived to raise the costs of employment and act as an obstacle to foreign

direct investment.

A decent work approach implies supporting the development of a regulatory

framework that encourages the growth in employment opportunities by

ensuring respect for core labor standards, and being tailored to national

circumstances in terms of being relevant to as wide group of workers as

possible, effective and enforceable. Policies on labor standards may include,

for example: the elimination of child and forced labor; promotion of freedom

of association and collective bargaining; promoting access to employment for

disadvantaged groups, such as women, youth or disabled groups; or programs

to assist indigenous groups (Bell and Gibbons, 2007).

In Tanzania, as a working guide, the Employment and Labor Relations Act

under Sub-Part D and Sub-Part C respectively stipulates freedom of association

and non-discrimination. These provisions require the employers to abide by

them in sustaining human rights development and further promote decent work

environment.

2.4.3Employment Protection

Employment protection generally refers to protection against unfair or

unjustified dismissals or discrimination at work place. This also means that

workers have protection against arbitrary and short notice dismissal from

employment, as well as having a clearly stipulated and lawful contract of

employment. This is further guided by employment relations that avoid

casualization (ILO, 1995). This covers persons that are employed by some
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legal entity, and are at risk of being dismissed by that legal entity and can have

a stable or unstable employment relation with their employer.

Lack of protection of workers in certain situations of employment has been

observed by various scholars and experts not to accord with the legal scope of

the employment relationship in reality. The context in which this lack of

protection has arisen varies considerably from one country to another, but in all

cases it is linked to significant changes in the structure of employment.

Globalization in this context is a highly attributed factor that has greatly

affected the employment relationship and worker's protection (Geneva, 2004).

Other factors alongside this include; technological changes and transformations

in the organization and functioning of enterprises, often combined with

restructuring in a highly competitive environment.

The impact of these changes is very uneven in terms of the degree to which

they benefit countries, industries and enterprises. Changes in workers’ status

and mass redundancies, especially in developing countries or those in transition

are frequently related to major financial crises, external debt, structural

adjustment programs and privatization. These realities have been reflected in a

drastic reduction in countries’ financial capacity and deterioration in conditions

of employment and work. In this context, the growth of the informal economy

and undeclared employment has been especially significant.

Conventions 87 and 98 of the ILO discuss the right for workers and employers

to freely create and participate in organizations to promote and protect their

interests. This is a fundamental principle behind the ILO’s work. Signatories

must give workers and employees the right freely to establish and join

organizations of their choice, without any type of prior authorization.

Signatories further agree to establish mechanisms to ensure the right to

organize and to encourage the practice of negotiating between employers and

workers’ organizations. Although the freedom of association and collective
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bargaining form part and parcel of The Employment and Labor Relations Act,

2004, its practicality has not been very effective.

2.5Labor Laws in Tanzania Context

There are no many secondary literatures on creating awareness especially

among employees about labor laws in Tanzania, specifically since the

implementation of ELRA, 2004.The available literature are just focusing on the

explanation on the detailed fundamental applicability of the Act and

weaknesses that may arise. However, focusing on those discrepancies can help

in helping the employee to create that awareness and seek their rights through

the established organs. These are as follows.

2.5.1 Wages

The ELRA (2004) aims to “promote economic development through economic

efficiency, productivity and social justice” among other things (S. 3(a) ELRA,

2004). In this case, wages have to be commensurate to economic efficiency,

productivity and social justice. While economic efficiency and productivity

would directly relate to issue of wages being comparatively competitive among

the competing countries and viable, social justice is more concerned with the

fact that wages have to take into account the actual living costs and therefore

provide income security for workers.

However, social justice has been suppressed in favor of competition and

productivity resulting into workers being paid very low wages which are

disproportionate to the actual living costs. For instance, the current statutory

minimum wage for employees in the commercial industrial and trading are set

at TZS150,000 for potential commercial, industrial and trading and TZS

80,000 for the small and medium enterprises for employees above 18 years

(LIA (Regulation of Wages and Terms of Employment) Order of 2007, GN

No. 223 of 2007).However, the estimates for living wage by 2004 were

between TZS 120,000 and TZS 180,000 and in 2007 were TZS 315,000. How

then, is an employee expected to survive in 2009 at a wage of TZS 150,000 or
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80,000? Globalization’s competition and focus on productivity are the culprits:

Thus Competitiveness of the labor market and productivity has been given a

heavy weight by the existing labor laws (Ackson, 2013).

2.5.2 Working Hours

The Employment and Labor Relations Act of 2004 regulates working hours in

terms of the number of hours that a worker can be engaged in a day, night

work, and overtime. ELRA (2004, S 19) sets the maximum hours that a worker

may be permitted to work: It prohibits an employer to allow an employee to

work for more than 12 hours in any day (ELARA, 2004 S. 19(1). The same

section stipulates the maximum number of ordinary days or hours that an

employee may be permitted or required to work. The employee ordinarily is

required to work for a maximum of nine hours a day, six days in any week, and

45 hours in any week (ELRA, 2004 S. 19(2). On account of competition and

productivity, again, the Minister responsible for labor matters is empowered to

exempt some employers from the enforcement of the legal limits of working

hour’s (ELRA, 2004 S.100).In this way, when the employer feels like the

working hours prescribed by law should not apply to their workplaces they

would apply for exemption to the Minister. Similarly, the Minister can grant

the exemption on his own volition. Although the Minister has not issued any

exemptions relating to working hours, no doubt the powers may be invoked at

any time if need be.

Irrespectively, ELRA (2004) provides that those working more than 9 hours a

day are entitled to overtime payment and that in total, overtime hours should

not exceed 50 hours in any four week cycle. Compensation for overtime hours

is set at not less than one and one-half times the employee’s basic wage. The

50 hours limit is the maximum irrespective of whether there is any agreement

in respect of overtime work. Also, as noted above, it is prohibited for an

employee to be required to work more than 12 hours in any day. The practice

however, is significantly different: employees are required or circumstantially

forced by their employers to work more than 12 hours a day.
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Taking the example of workers in hotels, the recent survey done by

(Ackson,2009) in Dar es Salaam, indicates that among 33 respondents, about

39 percent indicated that they worked for more than 12 hours a day. While one

wonders how an employee can be kept for more than 12 hours up to 24 hours

working, it is not surprising that the same category of workers are not paid for

over time and their employers get away with this practice, daily, weekly,

monthly, yearly. Interestingly, it is the remaining 61%, who work for eight or

nine hours a day who indicated that their extra hours in a day are usually

compensated.

The findings stated above on working hours reflect the situation of workers in

Dar es Salaam, whose workplaces would literally be easily accessible, what

about the employees in the hotel industry in up country workplaces? Related to

working hours are rest periods: daily break, daily rest and weekly rest periods

to which employees are entitled to. To begin with daily break, the ELRA (2004

S. 23(1)) pegs at 60 minutes break in a working day. Where an employee is

required by the employer to work during the break, the Act imposes an

obligation on the employer to pay the employee for the break that the employee

has worked ELRA (2004, S.23 (3)).

Apart from a break in a working day, an employee is also entitled to a daily

rest, which is a minimum of 12 consecutive hours between ending and

recommencing work S.24 (1)(a) of Act No. 6 of 2004.However, where there is

a written agreement in respect to working hours and rest periods, or where

ordinary working hours have been interrupted by an interval of at least three

hours or where the employee lives on the premises of the workplace, then daily

rest period may be reduced up to 8 hours24(2) of Act No. 6 of 2004.An

employee is also entitled to a weekly rest period which is fixed to at least 24

hours between the last ordinary working day in the week and the first ordinary

working day of the next week (S.24 (1) (b) of the ELRA, 2004).
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However, the law provides that a written agreement may provide for a rest

period of at least 60 consecutive hours every two weeks or a reduced weekly

rest period by eight hours if the rest period in the following week is extended

equivalently (S. 24(3) of the ELRA, 2004).

Nonetheless, the employee may work during the weekly rest period if s/he has

agreed to do so in which case the employer is compulsorily required to pay the

said employee double the employee’s hourly basic wage for each hour worked

during the period (ELRA, 2004S.24(4)).More often than not, when employees

work during their weekly rest period, compensation to that effect is calculated

on the basis of overtime payment, thus one-half times the employee’s basic

wage and not double the hourly basic rate (ILO, 2009).This is also the case for

employees who work on public holidays even though the law is very clear,

thus, if the employee works on a public holiday, the employer is obliged to pay

such an employee double the employee’s basic wage for each hour worked on

that day (ELRA, 2004, S.  25).

Conversely, the maximum number of hours of work in any day, thus 12 hours,

and 50 overtime hours in any four week cycle, will not be applied in the case

where an employee has to work in an emergency which cannot be performed

by employees during ordinary hours of work (S. 17(2) of the ELRA, 2004).A

similar position is expressed in terms of the 60 minute break in a working day,

daily and weekly rest periods, and public holidays (S. 17(2) of the ELRA,

2004).It is notable that the hours of work provisions contained in the ELRA

(2004) do not apply to employees who manage other employees on behalf of

the employer and who report directly to a senior management employee (S.

17(1) of the ELRA, 2004).

As for night work, which is defined as work performed between 8.00pm and

06.00am, which is also very common in many establishments, an employer is

required to pay an employee at least 5% of that employee’s basic wage for

each hour worked at night and if the hours worked are overtime hours, the 5%
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shall be calculated on the employee’s basic salary rate (S. 20(4) of the ELRA,

2004).From the foregoing, it would seem that employees, who work in shifts

and their shifts fall within the night time, would be entitled to, over and above

their normal salaries, the 5% extra pay. This is also supported by section 3

which recognizes “additional pay for night work.”

However, the 5% for night work has been qualified by the Labor Court to only

be available for workers who can “show that the hours were worked at night,

and the work was over and above the normal duty of the employee.”As such,

employees working on a night shift would not qualify for the extra pay for

night work as s/he would have worked the normal hours.

Night work is prohibited for pregnant women two months before expected date

and two months after the date of birth, or in both cases, without regard to the

two months limit set, if there is a medical certificate to indicate that a pregnant

woman or mother is unable to perform night work (S. 20(2) (a) and (b) of

ELRA, 2004). Furthermore, night work is prohibited for children under 18, and

an employee certified as unfit to do night work (S. 20(2) (c) and (d) of ELRA,

2004).

Equally important is the fact that employees are entitled to paid annual leave of

at least 28 consecutive days, including public holiday which fall within 28

days, in a leave circle of 12 months (S. 31(1) of the ELRA, 2004).However, (S.

31(2) of the ELRA (2004) provides that the number of days for annual leave

may be reduced if the employer had granted the employee paid occasional

leave prior to the granting of the annual leave. As to when the leave may be

granted, the employer has been given the mandate to determine when the

annual leave may be taken provided that it is taken no later than six months

after the end of the leave cycle of 12 months if the employee has consented and

the extension is justified by the operational requirements of the employer.
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Nevertheless, (S. 30(2) of the ELRA, 2004) provides that the employer and the

employee may agree to a standard leave cycle provided that an employee’s

entitlement to paid leave is not prejudiced. To ensure that the employee’s

annual leave is not prejudiced, firstly, the employer is prohibited to require or

permit the employee to work for him/her during any period of annual leave (S.

31(6) of the ELRA, 2004.Secondly, the employer is prohibited to require or

permit an employee to take annual leave in place of any other leave that the

employee is entitled to such as sick leave, maternity leave and paternity leave

(S. 31(5) of the ELRA, 2004).Thirdly, S. 31(7) of the ELRA, 2004)  prohibits

the employer to pay an employee an amount of money in substitution for the

annual leave to which the employee is entitled whether or not the employee

agrees to such payment (rule 9(2) of the LIA, 2004).

As to remuneration for the period of annual leave, S. 31(4) of the ELRA, 2004)

provides that the employer is obliged to pay the employee remuneration which

would have been paid had the employee worked during the period of leave.

However, the powers given to the Minister under section 100 to exempt some

employers from the application of the above provisions in view of economic

development through economic efficiency, productivity and social justice, it is

argued, waters down essentially all employees rights under the well-structured

and worded labor laws. Although the discretion is given to the Minister who

has not used those powers so far, there is a possibility that he will use such

powers when called upon to do as just as was the case with the exemption

order give in respect of minimum wages. Thus, once the employers use

competition and productivity as their shields, the Minister will have to “de-

regulate” the working conditions in favor of globalization forces. Under such

legal framework, it is difficult to protect labor rights.

2.5.3 Workers’ Protection in the Informal Sector

Irrespective of the effects of globalization, working conditions in Tanzania are

largely shaped by the existing labor laws. It is the influence of labor laws

which shapes working hours, remuneration and how family responsibilities are
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handled in workplaces. Although working conditions laws seem to cover all

the employees in all sectors in Tanzania save those employed in the service of

the Tanzania Peoples Defense Forces, the Police Force, the Prisons Service and

the National Service, this is far from the actual reality.

The actual reality defies even the National Employment Policy (URT, 2008)

which has the “all embracing” objective as it defines employment as “legally

accepted activities which are within the national accounts production

boundary, activities aiming at attaining decent work goals and activities

yielding an income at least equivalent to the set sectoral minimum wage (URT,

2008). It also defines employed persons as “all persons above the age of 14

years, who during a specified reference period are either at work performing

some legal work for (i) wage or salary, in cash or in kind, or, (ii) in self-

employment and performing some work for profit or family gain, in cash or in

kind, including those with jobs but not at work (temporary not at work),

earning a minimum income equivalent to the minim wage in the wage

employment (URT,2008)”.

From the foregoing, it is evident that the NEP embraces all categories of

employees in all sectors, the informal sector inclusive. This is in line with

ELRA, (2004), which cover virtually all employees in Tanzania. This is clear

from the definition of who is an employee as it state as “an individual who has

entered into a contract of employment or has entered into any other contract

under which the individual undertakes to work personally for the other party to

the contract and the other party is not a client or customer of any profession,

business, or undertaking carried on by the individual (ELRA, 2004 s. 4). Also,

S. 98(3) of the same ELRA, (2004) empowers the Minister responsible for

labor matters to declare any category of persons to be employees in which case

the declared categories will be deemed employees under the ELRA (2004).

Although the minister is yet to declare any category of persons as employees,

the possibility may not be ignored since the Minister can do that anytime and

some persons may be able to benefit from the Minister’s powers.
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It is evident from the above definition of an employee that all categories of

employees are covered. However, because of poor enforcement mechanisms,

among other reasons, the reality is, the law protects those working in the

formal sector such as those working in regular jobs in sectors such as the

central government, local government bodies, large-scale manufacturing,

transport, banks, services and shops and establishments (Sankaran, 2005). This

means that those outside the formal sector like those in the informal sector,

which embrace activities that fall outside the regulatory framework such as

street vending, hawking, undeclared domestic work, bartering, petty trade,

subsistence farming are not regulated by the existing working condition laws

(Bernabe, 2002). As such working conditions laws in Tanzania offer protection

to the formal sector which is less than 6% of the total labor force which was

estimated to be 18.8 million in 2006 (URT,2008).

Considering the nature of current working conditions, it is virtually

impracticable to use the working hour’s limits which are prescribed in the law

on the informal sector, much as the URT (2008) and ELRA, (2004) seem to

embrace the informal sector activities as employment. Taking the example of

those in trading, particularly in the small and medium enterprises, where longer

working hours are common, employees work for more than 12 hours a day and

more than 5 days a week (ILO, 2009). As indicated earlier, this is against the

law but the practice is rampant on account of lack of effective enforcement

mechanisms like labor inspectors, the fact that workers are mostly family

members, that workers are unorganized and the mounting unemployment.

Employees are ready to work under difficult and risky working conditions just

to retain their jobs. Taking the example of remuneration, Shivji  (1986, pg 67)

said: “in a situation of general unemployment, a weak and legally not so

conscious trade union movement and a poor labor inspectorate, it is no

wonder that the enforcement of minimum wage legislation would always face

problems”.
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The majority of employees in the informal sector are never paid national

minimum wages, given paid annual leave and paid sick leave (ILO, 2007). At

times they are given compassionate leave on very stringent conditions such as

the employer would employ another person in their place if they would

overstay or that they would not be paid for the days they would be on leave.

Where would these employees go? Their pitiable working condition is

compounded by the fact that they do not have bargaining power for lack of

trade unions in their workplaces (ILO, 2001). Even if they were to join trade

unions, for fear of being fired, they would rather tolerate deplorable and risky

working conditions than face unemployment. These employees are therefore

tied to the will and wishes of their employers even in cases where their

working conditions are set below the prescribed minimum standards.

Referring to women, Kashonda (2001) argues that women are more affected

and they have no security of tenure in such establishments since they are

pushed to the periphery service sector where flexible contracts and piecework

are prevalent, enabling low pay levels. They are also more unemployed women

due to employers avoiding the cost of maternity benefits during pregnancy

(Kashonda, 2000).The same situation is experienced by domestic workers who

are covered by the existing working condition laws. Most of them work for

more than 12 hours, some for 16 or 18 hours a day,85% are not given paid

annual leave, let alone overtime or night work. The worst thing is that about 89

% of domestic workers stay with their employers and thus they are subjected to

work over and above the working hours prescribed by law: the worker is

virtually on duty 24 hours a day, accessible from very early in the morning and

even during the night (ILO, 2001).

On the issue of wages, using the same examples of the employees in the

trading and domestic workers, they are both paid far less than the minimum

wage prescribed in the Wage Order. For instance, the minimum wage for the

small and medium enterprises is TZS 80,000 for employees above 18 years of

age and TZS 56,000 for those below 18 but above 15 years. The actual wages
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paid to these categories of workers is sometimes as little as TZS 30,000 per

month while domestic workers are paid up to TZS 10,000 irrespective of the

fact that the domestic workers’ minimum wage is TZS 65,000 and TZS 45,000

for employees above 18 and those below 18 but above 15 years

respectively(ILO,2001).

This shows how enforcement of the working condition laws concerning many

employees who the law purports to cover is as difficult as for those working in

the informal sector which is on the periphery of the ambit of labor laws.

The worst scenario experienced by the employees in the small and medium

enterprises and the domestic workers is when they have family responsibilities

but still would like to maintain their jobs: When a domestic worker gets

pregnant, she gets fired and thus has no entitlement to paid maternity leave and

since she is not covered by any social security scheme offering maternity

benefits, she loses everything. Female employees in the small and medium

enterprises face similar challenges. They may be given maternity leave but on

their return to resume work, the employer would have employed somebody in

their place and thus, they are left unemployed or would have to look for

alternative employment (2001).

Enforcement of their rights in courts of law is not a common phenomenon for

lack of understanding or lack of trust in the adjudication mechanisms because

they take too long to decide cases. It is submitted that as the URT (2008) has

pledged, it is necessary to ensure that the labor inspectorate is well equipped

with skilled staff to inspect all the workplaces and help the employees who

currently work under very difficult working conditions not because the law

does not cover them, but because they do not know what to do or they have no

option except to comply with their employer’s wishes and commands.

However, one thing is clear, that workers’ rights have always been fought for:

the employers, from time in history, would never give the employee their rights

unless they demanded and fought the battle to win the rights (ILO, 2001). The
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same can be said for workers in the informal sector who are not covered by the

existing labor laws, and those working in the domestic and agricultural sectors

where labor laws are applicable but still are subjected to working conditions

which are below the prescribed minimum standards. While those in the

informal sector will have to fight to get the legal protection, those who are

currently covered would have to fight for enforcement and actualization of

their rights. Thus, the employees in Tanzania, who find themselves outside the

labor regulatory framework or below the minimum standards, have to demand

and fight for their rights. Demand of rights would only be possible once the

affected workers are aware of their rights.

However, as indicated by Tibandebage (2003), the influence of labor laws and

policies on the informal sector is evident though minimally. It has been

reported that the majority of informal sector establishments, for the reason that

labor laws do not apply to them, have argued that the labor laws and

regulations do not have any influence on them while a few acknowledged the

influence of laws on decisions such as those relating to provision of benefits,

training, pension and insurance schemes, productivity incentives, salary

increase and safe working conditions. Therefore, it is clear that labor laws and

regulations do influence working conditions in the informal sector but only

marginally.

2.6 The Conceptual Framework

A conceptual framework is described as a set of broad ideas and principles

taken from relevant fields of enquiry and used to structure a subsequent

presentation (Reichel and Ramey, 1987). When clearly articulated, conceptual

framework has potential usefulness as a tool to scaffold research and therefore

to assist a researcher to make meanings of subsequent findings. Such a

framework should be intended as a starting point for reflection about the

research and its context. The framework is a research tool intended to assist a

researcher to develop awareness and understanding of the situation under

scrutiny and to communicate this. As with all investigations in social world,
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the framework itself forms part of the agenda for negotiation to be scrutinized

and tested, reviewed and reformed as a result of investigation (Guba and

Lincoln, 1989).

A conceptual framework is used in research to outline possible course of action

or to present a preferred approach to an idea or thought. Conceptual

frameworks based on the theoretical frameworks are a type of intermediate

theory that attempts to connect to all aspects of inquiry (for instance; problem

definition, purpose, literature review, methodology, data collection and

analysis).Conceptual frameworks can act like maps that give coherence to

empirical enquiry. Because conceptual frameworks are potentially so close to

empirical inquiry, they take different forms depending upon the research

question or problem (Mbwambo et al., 2011).

The underlying assumption for the study is that the principle objective of the

Employment and Labor Relations Act, 2004 is to ensure that labor laws in its

various dimensions such as employment standards, rights and protections but

few to mention are fairly applied and practiced by all public service institutions

and their respective employees. On the other hand, public servants’ awareness

on the labor laws is of great significant due to the fact that, the awareness will

place them in a position in which they will be able to pursue their rights in

areas where the law has failed to abide. Lack of awareness regarding the labor

laws and specifically the ELRA (2004), will place them in a disadvantageous

position, regarding their statutory rights as stipulated in the Act.  This means

that public servants’ awareness on the labor laws is a necessary prerequisite as

it will contribute to the conformance of the Act, that is the attainment of the

principle objective of the Employment and Labor Relations Act,

2004.Therefore the two variables, that is Labor laws and employees’ awareness

are related, and the former (labor laws) is influenced by the latter (the

employees’ awareness). Figure 2.1 below provides the conceptual framework,

specifically, the relationships that exist between the study variables.
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Figure 2.1: The Conceptual Framework

Source: Researcher (2014)
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CHAPTER THREE

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction

Kothari (2009) defined research methodology as a way to systematically solve

the problem. It is a science of studying how research is done scientifically. In it

we study various steps that are generally adopted by a researcher in studying

his/her research problem along with the logic behind the environment. It is the

structured enquiry which utilizes acceptable scientific methodology to solve

problems and create new knowledge that is generally acceptable.

In similar vein, Serakan(2003)views research methodology as an organized,

systematic, data or fact based, objective, scientific inquiry or investigation into

a specific problem, undertaken with the purpose of finding answers or

solutions to it, its purpose is to learn what has never been known before, to a

significant question for which no conclusive answer has been found and,

through the medium of relevant facts and their interpretation to attempt to find

the answer to that question. Thus the word systematic in research methodology

definitions suggests that research is based on logical relationships.

Therefore; this chapter provides details about the methodology that was used to

conduct this study. It presents the research design, study population, sample

size, sampling procedures, research instruments and data analysis procedures

that were used in the study, and data analysis plan.

3.2 Research Design

Research design is a systematic planning, organizing and executing a research

within specified time and resource limits (Mbwambo et al., 2011). It tells the

type of data to be collected (primary and secondary data), the sources of and

the procedures to be followed in data collection. This means, research design

provides suitable framework that guides the collection and analysis of data.
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According to Kothari (2004), research design is well understood as a logic plan

of how to conduct a research. It stands for the advance planning of the methods

to be adopted for collecting the relevant data and techniques to be used in their

analysis, keeping in view the objectives of the research and the availability of

time by researcher, and money. It is importantly needed for; it facilitates the

smooth sailing of various research operations, thereby making research

efficient as possible yielding maximal information with minimal expenditure of

effort, time and money. The design helps the researcher to organize his or her

ideas in a form whereby it will be possible to look for flaws and inadequacies.

Such a design can even be given to others for their comments and critical

evaluation. In the absence of such a course of action, it will be difficult for the

critic to provide a comprehensive review of the proposed study (Yin, 2003).

A case study research design was adopted for this study. Aaker (2000) define a

case study as comprehensive description and analysis of a single situation.

Case   studies involve in depths, contextual analysis of similar situations in

other organizations, where the nature and definition of the problem happen to

be the same as experienced in the current situation. They are useful particularly

in the current situation. This has been typified by Robinson (2002) who defines

case study as a strategy for doing research which involves an empirical

investigation of a particular contemporary phenomenon within its real life

context using multiple source of evidence. This is because the researcher was

intending to gain a deep and thorough understanding of the different aspect of

the phenomena under the study. The case study research design is also said to

be flexible in respect of data collection methods.

3.3 Study Area and Population of the Study

The study was conducted at Ulanga District Council. Ulanga District is one of

the six districts of the Morogoro Region of Tanzania. The administrative seat is

in Mahenge. It covers 24,460 square kilometers (9,444 sq mi) of which 4,927

square kilometres (1,902 sq mi) are in forest reserves. Ulanga District is

bordered to the north and west by the Kilombero District, to the east by the
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Lindi Region and to the south by the Ruvuma Region. Some mining is done in

Lukande. Administratively, it is divided into Seven divisions and thirty one

wards. As of 2002, the population of the Ulanga District was 194,209.

Wapogoro are the majority ethnic group in Ulanga District. However;

according to Tanzania National Census of 2012, the district is said to have

265,203 people. Most people are employed in herding and subsistence farming,

although there is some traditional fishing and some mining is done in Lukande

Ward.

Study population is the totality of objects under investigation (Adam and

Kamuzora, 2008). Kothari (2004) defines population as all items or subjects in

any field of inquiry. Population is the entire group of individual, firms, plants

or things that have one or more characteristics in common that are of interest to

the study. Ulanga District Council consists of 2,316 employees. These

employees are divided as follows. Health sector 404 employees, Primary and

secondary school teachers are 1,542 employees, Agriculture 56 employees.

Social Development 68 employees, Planning 28 employees and Administration

126 employees. As such, all employees of Ulanga district council constituted

the population of this study. However, the researcher was not able to carry the

research to the whole mentioned population. Instead a sample of employees

was selected and was used for the study.

3.4 The Sample and Sampling Techniques

3.4.1 The Sample

Kothari (2004) states that sampling is the selection of some part of an

aggregate or totality on the basis of which a judgment or inference about the

aggregate or totality is made. In other words, it is the process of obtaining

information about an entire population by examining only a part of it.

Researchers’ quite often selects only few items from the universe for the

concerned studies purposes. It is highly recommended that, a sample should be

truly representative of population’s characteristics without any bias so that it
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may result in valid and reliable conclusion not only that, but  also sampling can

save time and money.

Regarding this study the researcher sampled 116 employees (respondents) as

shown in Table 3.1, which was the representative sample of the whole

population of Ulanga District Council. The sample included 10 respondents

from the management level and 100 non-management staffs. They were

selected as follows; 12 employees from Health sector, 28 employees from

Primary and secondary school teachers, 12 employees from Agriculture

sector/department,10 from natural resources department, 12 employees from

Social Development department, 12 employees from Planning  Department and

30 employees from  administration The selected sample represented the 0.5%

of the all employees and was also the representative of the whole population in

Ulanga district council.

Table 3.1: Sample for the Study

S/N Name of Departments Total
Number of in
each
department

Number of
Respondents that
will be selected

Total Number of
Respondents

1 Health sector 400 12 12

2 Primary and secondary
school teachers

1542 28 28

3 Agriculture
sector/department

56 12 12

4 Social Development
department

68 12 12

5 Planning  Department 28 12 12

6 administration 126 20 30

7 Natural Resources
Department

92 10 10

Total Sample 116

Source: Researcher; 2014
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3.4.2 Sampling Techniques

Sampling techniques refer to the procedure that is being adopted in selecting

items (respondents) for the study. Kothari (2004) defined a sample design as a

definite plan for obtaining a sample from a given population. It is a process that

constitutes the selection of respondents (Kothari, 2004). Thus, purposive and

simple random sampling techniques were used in selecting respondents during

data collection. In so considering, purposive sampling technique does help the

researcher to select only those respondents he/she believed could be capable of

delivering the required information. And in so doing, this technique was used

to select respondents from the management level. Whereas the reason for

choosing simple random sampling technique lied on the fact that all employees

had equal chances to being selected as sample. The respondents from non-

managerial positions were selected randomly to form a sample.

3.5 Types and Sources of Data

The study used both primary and secondary data. Primary data are those which

are be collected as fresh and thus happen to be original in character (Kothari,

2004). They are data collected by researcher himself or herself or by research

assistants from the field for the purpose of answering research questions or

issue (Adam and Kamuzora, 2008). Secondary data were obtained from

literature sources or data collected by other people for other purposes. Thus

secondary data provide second hand information and include both raw data and

published ones (Sounders, 2000). Thus primary and secondary data were used

for study.

3.6 Data Collection Methods

There are different methods available for data collection. Despite a number of

data collection methods available, few of them were used regarding to the

nature and purpose of this study. Interview, questionnaire, and documentary

review data collection instruments were adopted. The researcher used

interview and questionnaire data collection methods to collect fresh data from
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respondents, and documentary review to collect already processed data through

reports, memo few to mention.

3.6.1 Questionnaires Technique

This refers to data collection method that consists of a set of predetermined and

structured questions given to the subject to respond in writing through being

filled by researcher, through self-administered questionnaire (Adam and

Kamuzora, 2008). There are two types of questionnaires namely mailed and

self-administered questionnaires. In this study self-administered questionnaire

were used in data collection. It consisted of closed-ended questions where

respondents selected answer from a questionnaire’s sheet. The aim was to help

in compilation and analysis of data. Open ended question was also used to

supplement the structured answer. Appendix I provide the questionnaire used

for the study.

3.6.2 Interview Method

This involves the use of predetermined questions for conducting personal

interview depending on the nature and availability of the respondent, especially

for those who are selected purposively. This method can be used through

personal interviews (face to face) and through telephone interviews. Usually

the method can be carried out in a structured or unstructured ways (Kothari,

2004). The interview involved open ended questions. The open ended

questions provided ample time and opportunities for respondents to provide

extensive responses. Thus the interviews in this study were both structured and

unstructured interview. Unstructured questions were used in those areas where

the researcher sought more clarifications on various aspects regarding the

study. Appendix II provides the interview guide used for the study.

3.6.3 Documentary Review Technique

A number of documents including journals from ILO, reports on labor laws,

and various statutes in relation to employment issues with the problem matter

were reviewed to supplement the primary data which were collected by the
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researcher. The information that were collected from the secondary sources

were those pertaining to employees awareness on the labor laws in Tanzania, in

terms of labor cases, challenges facing employees regarding the understanding

and applicability of the statutes and other related information.

3.7 Data Processing and Analysis

Kothari (2004) defined data analysis as the computation of certain measures

along with searching for patters of relationship that exists among data groups.

All data which were collected were organized before being presented and

analyzed to ensure completeness and accuracy. By completeness, it means that

questionnaires were viewed to see whether all questions have been answered

and had being handed-over, and if they were complete and the meaning

corresponds to the data needed. By clarity, it means data were checked if they

reflect and correspond to the question’s requirements. In this way data

collected passed through the following steps.

The qualitative data were thoroughly checked in terms of its usefulness which

enabled the researcher to understand which data were answered correctly and

those which were not well filled. The correctness of the answers was viewed

under the context of the research objectives. This enabled the researcher to

make selection of those data that where relevant for analysis and those which

were not. For instance there were some questionnaire sheets with vague

answers which were quite different for the subject under investigation. Such

questionnaire were removed and placed because their content could not be used

for the study. Another step was that, the data were arranged in a form of each

respondent against the answers in order to check the inconsistent of the results

differences. In this way the researcher was in position establish the correlation

between the questions and their respective answers which at the end the

researcher was able to establish variables and their relationship.

This method helped to place the data in order which made them simple to enter

them in computer software (Statistical package for social science-SPSS).The

method enabled the researcher to identify certain codes and scales which
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simplified the data entry into the computer. In this way, it facilitated proper

quantitative analysis and presentation of the findings in terms of tabulation,

charts and graphs generation and computation of percentage and frequencies

through using SPSS.

Discussion and analysis was done in accordance with percentage and

frequencies generated and interpreted accordingly, while triangulating them

with various secondary related to the study area. By so doing, the researcher

was able to discover whether data collected or information provided had been

in alignment with the stated research objectives and questions. The method of

data analysis was done descriptively and the discussion was carried out

alongside with the relevant secondary sources.

3.8 Limitations of the Study

During the study researcher encountered hardships in the collection of data

especially from the top management since they thought that the information

may be misused by the researcher. In solving this limitation of misuse of

information, the researcher provided the letter of introduction from Mzumbe

University showing the purpose of the study as well as assuring the

management of Ulanga District Council management on the confidentiality of

the information which will be provided by the management to the researcher.

The financial constraints hindered the accomplishment of the study on time

because the sponsor provided just half of the required amount for the research.

To solve this limitation, the researcher decided to use part of her salary so as to

accomplish the task.

Limitation of time to carry out the study is also another scenario which was

facing the researcher during the time of doing the research. In order to solve

this, the researcher is planning to take a leave of 28 days especially during the
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data collection so as to finish it on time. Additionally, the researcher selected a

small and controllable sample size for carrying out the study
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CHAPTER FOUR

PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF THE FINDINGS

4.1 Introduction

This chapter covers presentation and discussion of the findings of this study on

the assessment of public sector employees’ awareness on Labor Laws in

Tanzania, with reference to Ulanga District Council. The study was directed by

four specific objectives which were to find out employees awareness of labor

rights under the new labor law, to examine employees’ understanding on labor

disputes, to determine employees’ awareness on dispute settlement procedures

and finally to explore better techniques for labor dispute preventions. The data

presented here and their entire discussions are as were reported by the

informants during the study. However, the discussion was incorporated with

other relevant secondary literatures to make the report more scientific.

This chapter is divided into two parts. The first part provides the

respondents/informants personal information with reference to age, education

level, employment position and gender. The second part present the analyzed

data and discussion on the specific objectives of the study as mentioned above.

4.2 Respondents' Demographic Characteristics Respondents

4.2.1 Gender of the Respondents

In terms of gender, data from the field indicated that, 33(75%) of the

informants were male, while 11(25%) of the informants were female as

indicated by (Table 4.1). This implies that, there was more male than female

who take part in the study. There is very little gender difference in school

enrolments. Women in general have less education than men with an average

of about8 months less education, especially with more women having no

schooling. According to the ILO (GDP Policy Brief, 2004), Lower levels of
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education are also a barrier to women obtaining better-paid jobs in formal

employment.

4.2.2 Age of Respondents

A majority 24(56%) of respondents were of the age between 25- 30, 12(27.2%)

were between 31-40 years old, while 8(18.1%) were older than 40 years and

above (Table 4.1). The findings indicate that the council is characterized by

young and energetic employees.

4.2.3 Level of Education

Data from the field indicated that, among all informants who participated in the

study, 10(27.2%) have reached college level probably certificate and diploma,

while 34(77.3%) have attained university education (Table 4.1). However,

none of the informants who was reported to have ended only in ordinary or

advanced level of secondary education. Thus, findings from the study indicate

that the sample was characterized by a literate work force.
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Table 4.1: Respondents’ Demographic Characteristics

S/N Respondents’ Demographic

Characteristics

Categories of

Variables

Frequency Percentage

1 Gender of the Respondents Male 33 75.0

Female 11 25.0

Total 44 100.0

2 Age of the Respondents 25-30 24 56.0

31-40 12 27.2

40 and

Above

8 18.1

Total 44 100

3 Level of Education College 10 27.7

University 34 77.3

Total 44 100

Source: Field Data (2014)

4.3 Awareness of Public Servants on the New Labour laws
This objective was tackled by five different variables as presented in Table 4.2.

The results in the table are expounded and discussed below.
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Table 4.2: Public Servants’ Awareness New Labour Laws

S/N Variable Frequency Percentage

1 Awareness of employment rights at work

Not Aware 3 6.8

Les Aware 21 47.7

Aware 20 45.5

Total 44 100.0

2 Fundamental Rights, Protection and Discrimination

Not Aware 13 29.5

Less Aware 26 59.1

Aware 6 11.4

Total 44 100.0

3 Freedom of Association

Yes 25 56.8

No 19 43.2

Total 44 100.0

4 Awareness of Your Right to Collective Bargaining

Yes 23 52.3

No 21 47.7

Total 44 100.0

5 The Need for Trade Unionism in your Organization

Yes 40 90.1

No 4 9.9

Total 44 100.0

Source: Field Data (2014).
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4.3.1 Awareness on the Employment Rights at Work

Regarding awareness of employment rights at work; among all informants it

was found that, about 3(6.8%) were not aware of the employment rights at

work, 21(47.7%) were slightly aware, while 20(45.5%) of the informants were

well aware of the employments rights at their work (Table 4.2).

This means that the protection of employees and employers is ensured by legal

certainty; or how much employees and employers are aware of their rights and

obligations and the extent to which they are obliged to exercise their rights and

carry out their responsibilities.

4.3.2 Fundamental Rights, Protections and Discrimination

Concerning fundamental rights, protections and discrimination as indicated in

the Act (ELRA, 2004 S.5-11), it provides legal directives on Prohibition of

child labor (ELRA, 2004, S.5) Prohibition of forced labor (ELRA, 2004, S.6),

Prohibition of discrimination in the workplace (ELRA, 2004, S.7) Prohibition

of discrimination in trade unions and employer Associations (S.8), Employee’s

right to freedom of association (ELRA, 2004, S.9), Employer’s right to

freedom of association (ELRA, 2004S.10) and Rights of trade unions and

employers' associations (ELRA, 2004, S.11).

Data from the field showed that, about 13(29.5%) of the respondents were not

aware, 26(59.1%) were less aware, while 6(11.4%) of the informants were well

aware of the fundamental employment rights, protections and discrimination

within a place of work (Table 4.2).

However, concerning child labor, despite the fact that 29% of the respondents

were not aware of the prohibition of child labor, the research did not notice any

violation of this law by the employer (Ulanga District Council). Also there is

no current literatures showing the employment of child in the public sector,

than those which shows that there has been child labor in areas of mining
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sector (Nyoni et al., 2002) and commercial agricultural sector (Mbeo et al.,

2001).

Moreover there is evidence that, children in Tanzania are engaged in the worst

forms of child labor, many of them in dangerous activities in agriculture and

fishing. In mainland Tanzania, children cultivate coffee, sisal, tea, and tobacco

(US Embassy, 2009). The annual Country Reports on Human Rights Practices

by U.S. Department of State, (2011) showed that; child labor is as high as 21%

in Tanzania, somewhat lower than the Sub-Saharan average. Most children on

the mainland work in agriculture, with 32% of rural children being child

laborers compared to 11% of urban children. On the mainland children tend to

work as domestic help, street vendors, shopkeepers, small-scale agriculture,

family-based businesses, fishing and mining. In Zanzibar children work in

transportation, fishing, clove picking, domestic labor, small businesses and

gravel making. This means the application of this act is more effective in the

public sector than in the formal and private sectors.

4.3.2.1 Child Labour

On the side of forced labor, it can be seen that the law is well enacted in the

public sector. However, weaknesses are found in the informal sector and

private sector where it is reported that, Tanzania is a source, transit, and

destination country for men, women, and children subjected to trafficking in

persons, specifically conditions of forced labor and forced prostitution

(Gallagher, 2010).

The incidence of internal trafficking is higher than that of transnational

trafficking, and is usually facilitated by family members, friends, and brokers’

offers of assistance with education or finding lucrative employment in urban

areas. The use of young girls for forced domestic labor continues to be

Tanzania’s largest human trafficking problem. Girls from rural areas of Iringa,

Singida, Dodoma, Mbeya, Morogoro, and Bukoba regions are taken to urban

centers and Zanzibar for domestic servitude; some domestic workers fleeing

abusive employers fall prey to forced prostitution. Tourist hotels reportedly
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coerce some Tanzanian and Indian girls employed as cleaning staff into

prostitution. Boys are subjected primarily to forced labor on farms, but also in

mines, in the informal sector, and possibly on small fishing boats.

4.3.2.2 Employment Discrimination

The findings did not come across case of employment discrimination at the

field of the study. This reflects the findings of Comprehensive Community

Based Rehabilitation in Tanzania (CCBRT) (2012) that all forms of

discrimination in employment are prohibited in Tanzania. It should be noted

here that discrimination based on disability occurs when some employees,

especially those with disabilities, are treated less favorably by their employers

than others. It involves, among other things, arbitrary denial of employment for

people with disabilities or restriction of reasonable job accommodation, basic

needs and facilities as well as their fundamental labor rights. Hence, denying

adults with disabilities the right to work and is strictly forbidden under the

provisions of applicable laws governing employment matters and the rights of

people with disabilities in Tanzania (URT, 2010: S 33; URT 2004b: S. 7)

4.3.2.3 The Right to Freedom of Association

Employees’ understanding on the right to freedom of association (ELRA,

2004, S.9), data from the field reviled that, 25(56.8%) said yes that understand

it as stipulated in the employment act, while 19(43.2%) of the informants were

not aware about the right to freedom of association (Table 4.2)

Therefore, in Tanzania Mainland (as per the ELRA and the Constitution), all

employees in the private and public sectors have the right to form or join trade

unions and to bargain collectively, except for members of the Tanzanian

People's Defense Forces, the Police Force, the Prisons Service, and National

Service (Shadrack, 2012). This trend of according wider autonomy to trade

unions has been seen as a way of bursting trade unionism, whereas the law

allows multiplicity of trade unions and federations. It is believed that some of

the trade unions existing today in Tanzania have been pioneered or under the
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sponsorship of either the government or employers for the purposes of

weakening bargaining power or unity among workers. All in all, the

Government has now been assigned a new role, under the law, of balancing

interests of employers on one hand, and those of workers, on the other.

4.3.2.4 Collective Bargaining

Data from the field indicated that 23(52.3%) of the informants were aware of

their right to collective bargaining, while 21(47.7%) were not aware of their

right to collective bargaining (Table 4.2). Section 68 of the Employment and

Labor Relations Act, 2004 provides that “any labor matter” can be brought up

for negotiation, while Section 4 of the Act defines a labor matter as “any matter

relating to employment or labor relations”. Rule 55 spells out bargaining

matters to include:

 Wages

 Terms and conditions of employment and allowances

 Matters related to policy and practices such as: Recruitment,

appointment, transfer and suspension

 Health issues/benefits

 Training, discipline, and termination of employment

 Matters related to relationships such as: Organizational rights,

negotiation and dispute procedures

 Grievance procedures and any other matter agreed by parties.

The results that about 47.7% of the employees are not aware of their right to

collective bargaining imply that, they can lose their rights regarding the

bargaining matters mentioned above. This reflects a survey undertaken by the

Association of Tanzanian Employers (ATE) which indicates that employers

have not yet fully embraced the possibilities that collective bargaining can

provide (Paulsen, 2010). The same is also likely to be true for employees.

Employers and employees familiar with the new labor law will have noticed

that it is not as detailed as they might have expected. Compared with the
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abolished legal framework, the new labor law is less prescriptive and provides

minimum requirements.

Collective bargaining is very important and it brings positive agreements

between employer and employees. When trade unions perform this function

effectively, it normally brings positive implications to the workplace in

general.  It increases the bargaining capacity of employees as a group; they

restrict management’s freedom for arbitrary action against the employees.

Moreover, unilateral actions by the employer are also discouraged as

everything will be agreed collectively. Effective collective bargaining

machinery strengthens the trade unions movement, workers feel motivated as

they can approach the management on various matters and bargain for higher

benefits (Shashank, 2012).

4.3.2.5 The Need for Trade Unionism

Respondents were also asked to give their views on the need for trade unionism

in their organization, where it was seen that, 40(90.1%) agreed on the need of

the trade union, while 4(9.9%) did not agree on the same (Table 4.2). The

findings has the implication that, the employees at the council are aware of the

benefits of  trade union in promoting the interest of its members, ensuring

cooperation with management in measures to promote efficiency and good

industrial relations.

Unionization at workplaces is perceived by employees as a fundamental value

(Zammit, 2002). This is because it helps the members to have representation to

the management where matters relating to their rights are discussed on behalf

of them. However, one important thing to the members is making sure that they

rely on the principles of workers’ representation on which the unions are

established for and not otherwise, this will help to strengthen their union hence

make their voice heard. For the 9.95%of the respondents who did not see the

need of trade union at the working place could an indication of low awareness

on the important of trade unions within work place especially in enhancing
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mutual relationship between employees and employers and ensuring that, each

part abide to employment rights as accorded by law.

Although most of the respondents were aware of these rights they seemed to

believe that this right was just in paper and not practical. This was witnessed

when the respondents were asked if they were members of any trade union or

have been part of collective bargaining and most of them responded negatively.

Thus this finding suggests that freedom of association and collective bargain

are not practiced despite the fact that the workers are aware of it.

4.4 Awareness of the Employees’ Rights and Equal Treatment Despite

Their Differences

Employment and Labor Relations Act (2004) S.7 (4) direct that, no employer

shall discriminate, directly or indirectly, against an employee, in any

employment policy or practice, on any of the following grounds: (a) color(b)

nationality;(c) tribe or place of origin;(d) race;(c) national extraction;(f) social

origin;(g) political opinion or religion;(h) sex;(i) gender;(j)pregnancy;(k)

marital status or family responsibility;(1) disability;(m) HIV/Aids;(n) Age;

or(o) station of life.

The employee’s awareness of their employment rights and equal treatment

despite their differences showed that most of the employees were aware in

those differential physical grounds color (95.5%), nationality (90.9%), tribe or

place of origin (90.9%), race 88.6%), social origin 77.3%), political opinion

(63.3%), religion 88.6), sex (90.9%), gender (92.3%), pregnancy (54.4%),

marital status (77.3%), disability (65.9%),HIV&AIDS (65.9%),  age (75.0%)

and place of origin 86.4% (Table 4.3).
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Table 4.3: Awareness of the Employees’ Rights and Equal Treatment

Despite their Differences

S/
N

Variable
s

Aware Slightly aware Not aware at all

Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage

1. Color 42 95.5 1 2.3 1 2.3
2. Nationali

ty
40 90.9 3 6.8 1 2.3

3. Tribe or
place of
origin

39 90.9 4 6.8 1 2.3

4 Race 39 88.6 4 9.1 1 2.3
5 Social

Origin
34 77.3 9 20.5 1 2.3

6 Political
Opinion

28 63.6 15 34.1 1 2.3

7 Religion 39 88.6 4 9.1 1 2.3

8 Sex 40 9.4 3 6.8 1 2.3

9 Gender 41 93.2 2 4.5 1 2.3

10 Pregnanc
y

24 54.5 17 38.6 3 6.8

11 Marital
Status

34 77.3 8 18.2 2 4.5

12 Disabilit
y

29 65.9 14 31.8 1 2.8

13 HIV/AID
S

29 65.9 14 31.8 1 2.3

14 Age 33 75.0 10 22.7 1 2.3
15 Place of

Origin
39 86.4 5 11.4 1 2.3

Source: Field Data (2014).

The ELRA S.7 (4) which asserted that no employer shall discriminate, directly

or indirectly, against an employee, in any employment policy or practice, on

any of the following grounds: color; nationality; tribe or place of origin; race;

national extraction social origin; political opinion or religion; sex; gender;

pregnancy; marital status or family responsibility; disability; HIV& AIDS;

Age; or station of life. The results above have evidence that, there is a great

awareness of the employees on the grounds of employment discrimination as

stipulated by the ELRA S.7 (4) above. Human rights law prohibits

discrimination on the basis of a wide range of prohibited grounds, and these
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findings reflect those of the  Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR),

the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), and the

International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR)

prohibit discrimination on the grounds of race, color, sex, language, religion,

political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or ‘other

status (UDHR,1948).

Despite the mass awareness of the anti-discrimination provision in the Law

many respondents were aware that the law provided for equal treatment in spite

of the age difference between the employees. On the other hand there were few

percentages of employees who were not aware on these grounds of

employment discrimination (Table 4.3).

However, report on Human Rights Practices in Tanzania (2013) indicated that

that, women in the private sector sometimes faced discrimination from

employers who believed that household obligations were a professional

liability. This means those women are discriminated under the ground of

marital status which is contrary to The ELRA S.7 (4).Additionally, section 7

(5) of the Employment and Labor Relations Act, 2004 provides that

harassment of an employee shall be a form of discrimination and shall be

prohibited on the same grounds as discrimination against color, nationality,

tribe or place of origin, race, national extraction, social origin, political opinion

or religion, sex, gender, pregnancy, marital status or family responsibility,

disability, HIV&AIDS, age or station of life.

The law requires an employer to promote equal opportunity in employment and

strive to eliminate discrimination in any employment policy or practice. The

employer is required to register a plan to promote equal opportunity and to

eliminate discrimination with the Labor Commissioner.
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4.5 Awareness of Employment rights and Standards

Employment standards refer to the standards that make an employment fair and

just to both employers and employees. This is given under section 11 of the

ELRA of 2004. Every employer and employee should by a good reason adhere

to the standards during the course of employment. In Tanzania the standards

have been categorized different as stipulated by the Employment and Labor

Relation act of 2004.The research sought to measure the extent to which

individuals were aware of their rights at work, at the broadest level. The results

are presented in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4: Awareness of Employment Rights and Standards

S/N Frequency Percentage

1. Employment contract Yes
40

90.9

2. Posses copy of contract Yes 41 93.8

3 Why contract by
employer

Legal requirement 42 95.5

Employees culture 2 4.5
Others 0 0

4 Remuneration Yes 40 90.9

5 How is remuneration
paid

Hourly 1 2.3

Daily 0 0

Weekly 0 0

Monthly 43 97.7

6 Remuneration  in
monetary form

Yes 40 90.9

7 . Paid on time Yes 36 81.8

8 Salary slip Yes 42 95.5

9 Deductions without
consent

Yes 22 50

10 Leave paid timely Yes 11 25

11 Aware of fair Yes 21 47.7

Formatted: Not Highlight
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Source: Field Data (2014).

During the study a large number of employees demonstrated their awareness

on the employment rights and standards whereby 90.9% of the informants were

aware of their employment contract, 93.2 possessed their employment contract,

and 95.5 knew that their employment contract was for legal requirement, 90.9

of the informants were aware of their remuneration as their statutory right, 97.7

of the informants received their remuneration on monthly basis, remuneration

was paid on cash-monetary form 90.9%, salary sleep 95.5%, (Table 4.5).The

termination

12 Unfair termination Yes 4 9.1

13 Working hours 6 hours 2 4.5

8 hours 37 84.1

9 hours 3 6.8

10 hours 1 2.3

12 hours 1 2.3

Not Sure 0 0

14 Days of work 5days 39 88.6

6 days 4 9.1

7days 1 2.3

15 Bound to extra working
hrs

Yes 15 34.1

Do not know 2 4.5

Sometimes 10 22.7

16 I hour 2 4.5

2 hour 6 13.6

It depends 36 18.8

17 Knowledge on overtime
payments

Yes 2 4.5
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missing percentage on each variable could mean that, those employees had

little knowledge on the labor law. However, the results under these variables

suggest that, the employer abide to the ELRA, 2004 on the employment rights

and standards, and their employees were aware in these areas. On the other

hand data showed that, most of the employees were still with low awareness on

the following aspects attached to employment rights and standards.

These included deductions of the employee’s salary without consent where by

50% of the respondents said yes they were aware that employer can deduct

their salary without their consent while the remaining 50% said no, meaning

that they are aware of the law in restricting  employer to make deduction on

their salary without prior notice. However, ELRA (2004.S.28.(1) provides

that, an employer shall not make any deduction from an employee's

remuneration unless- (a)the deduction is required or permitted under a written

law, collective agreement, wage determination, court order or arbitration

award; or (b)subject to subsection (2), in the employee in writing agrees to the

deduction in respect of a debt. This implies that it was only half of the

respondents who were aware about these legal directives concerning wages as

provided by the act.

About 75% of the informants acknowledge that they were not paid leave on

time, while 25 said that they were paid on time. Despite the reason that, S.30(c)

of the ELR(2004) provides that 'paid leave'' means any leave paid under this

part and calculated on an employee's basic wage, the weakness which was seen

at the field is that of  making payment for those who were going to leave on

time. Importantly is that, the delay of payment could be beyond the efforts of

the Ulanga District council as literatures have emphasized  that, the employees

get some problems in remunerations which causes them to face problems

(Shadrack, 2012). Their remunerations are not paid regularly on the dates

agreed in the contract for example the monthly salary of some employees is not

paid on time. Some employees are not paid severance paid even though the

contract is terminated by the employer. Sometimes the deductions are made to
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employees’ salary without any information to the employee. Therefore

employees get hard time to adhere to the standards. But the main point to

stretch here despite of the existence of those shortfalls regarding remuneration,

is that the employees were aware about their rights to be paid for their live

which is the point of focus to this research.

Under the ELRA (2004) termination can be categorized into lawful and

unlawful termination or fair and unfair termination. Lawful or fair termination

is a termination in accordance with the labor laws and for a lawful reason,

while unlawful or unfair termination is a termination for a cause or reason

which is not justified by law or not in accordance with the labor laws.

Concerning the employees’ understanding of these concepts during the study, it

was seen that; about, 47.2% of the informants were aware of the aware of fair

termination, 25% were not aware and 27.3% were not sure about their

understanding of fair termination.

According to ELRA (2004.S.36) (a)''termination of employment' ' includes-(i) a

lawful termination of employment under the common law; (ii) a termination by

an employee because the employer made continued employment intolerable for

the employee; (iii) a failure to renew a fixed term contract on the same  or

similar terms if there was a reasonable expectation  of renewal; (iv) a failure to

allow an employee to resume work after  taking maternity leave granted under

this Act or any agreed maternity leave; and (v) a failure to re-employ an

employee if the employer  has terminated the employment of a number of

employees for the same or similar reasons and has  offered to re-employ one or

more of them

Regarding unfair termination, data showed that 90.9% of the respondents did

not have any knowledge on unfair termination while it was only 9.1% of the

employee were aware of unfair termination. ELRA (2004.S 37.-(1) provides it

shall be unlawful for an employer to terminate the employment of an employee

unfairly. (2) A termination of employment by an employer is unfair if the
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employer fails to prove- (a) that the reason for the termination is valid; (b) that

the reason is a fair reason (i) related to the employee's conduct, capacity or

compatibility; or (ii) based on the operational requirements of the employer,

and (c) that the employment was terminated in accordance with a fair

procedure. Employee’ awareness on these forms of and grounds of termination

is of great significance in safeguarding their employment security.

About 84.1% of the employees argued that, their understanding for  working

hours  was eight hours a day, while 4.5% two hours,  6.8% nine hours, 2.3%

ten and twelve hours respectively. This is clearly shown by the ELRA of 2004

under section 17 to 25. It explains on the hours of work as per contract, it

clearly explains on how one should work and at what rates. The maximum

ordinary working hours that an employee is allowed under the law to work is

forty five (45) hours meaning nine (9) hours a day. The nine hours are

exclusive of the one hour daily lunch break. The nine hours are exclusive of the

one hour daily lunch break. The lunch break is to be provided after five hours

continuous working time. Lunch break is unpaid time and is the employee's

own time because they are not paid for lunch breaks. Employees have to

adhere to such procedure and follow them, also the employers should consider

the hours of working as a paramount aspect. This has been formulated so as to

ensure the equality during working hours. However, there were number of

respondents who could not state clearly on their understanding on working

hours as shown above. This was weakness on the employee unawareness on

the working hours as provided in the act as it is stated that, any hour (s) in

excess of the forty five hours must be compensated as overtime hours. It is also

prohibited for an employee to work more than twelve hours in a day.

Regarding employees’ bound to extra hours, data from the field showed that,

22.7% of the respondents said that  sometimes were bound to extra hours, 4.5%

do not know about extra working hours, 38.6% of the informants were  not

bound to extra working hours while 34.1% were bound to extra working hours.

The law (ELRA, 2004) prohibits an employer to require or permit an employee
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to work overtime except in accordance with an agreement. However, even

under an agreement employer and employee cannot negotiate for more than the

average number of overtime hours provided for under the labor laws 50 hours.

The law puts a limitation on the number of overtime hours that an employee

can work. Section 19 (3) (b) prohibits an employee to work more than 50

overtime hours in any four week cycle. Awareness on the employees in this

aspect is paramount important in safeguarding their rights.

About 4.5% of the respondents had knowledge on overtime payments, while

95.5% of the informants had no knowledge on the overtime payments. Lack of

awareness on the employees’ on the overtime payment is a great challenge

because they cannot be in a position to claim over their payment once they

work beyond the statutory working hours especially when an employer fail to

make such payment as it is stated that any hour (s) in excess of the forty five

hours must be compensated as overtime hours. It is also prohibited for an

employee to work more than twelve hours in a day. Earlier literatures on

overtime payment in Tanzania concluded that, there is inadequate payment for

overtime work, working on a holiday and working on a weekend (ILO, 2009).

An employee is permitted to work six days in a week and the seventh day must

be a resting day. Data from the field showed that, the understanding of the

employees on the days of work was not proper as about 38(88.9%) of the

respondents said that the working days are 5, 4 (9.1%) said 6, and only

1(2.3%).This implies that, among all employment who participated in the

study, it was only 4 (9.1%) employees who were aware that, statutory they are

legally allowed to work for 6 days.

4.6 Awareness on the Provision of Various Forms of Leave

The research had interest in knowing whether the employees had awareness on

the provision of annual leave as stipulated in the ELRA (2004, S.)Data from

the field showed that about 40(90.9%) of the employees were aware of the
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provision of annual leave, while 4.5% of the respondents were slightly aware

and 4.5% of the respondents were not aware at all (Table 4.6).Regarding

provision of sick leave; 29(65.5%) of the respondents were aware, 13(29.5%)

were slightly aware, while 2(4.5%) were not aware of their right to be provided

by sick leave by the employer.

Concerning paternity leave, only 8 (18.2%) of the respondents were aware,

16(36.4%) were slightly aware, while 20(45.5%) were not aware (Table 4.5).

The ELRA explains the leaves as they have to be fore taken by the employees.

This is stipulated under sections 29 to 34. The leave cycle is clearly stipulated

and also maternity leave, paternity leave, annual leave and sick leave are well

clarified as they have to be taken by the employees. Other kinds of leaves are

clearly explained such as sabbatical leave. The leaves should be taken in a way

that they do not affect the productivity of the employees during working hours.

Leaves are as important in any services as employees fall sick, bear children

and get social problems that require them to take leaves.

The high rate of lack of awareness on employee’s right to paternity leave

(45%), implies that, the employer (Ulanga district council) seem to rarely grant

paternity leave to male employees within the council, and this could be much

contributed with the low awareness of employees on this right to paternity

leave for male employees. However, Section 34 of the Employment and Labor

Relations Act of2004 (ELRA), states that an employee is entitled to at least

three days of paid paternity leave if the leave is taken within seven days of the

birth of the child and the employee is the father of the child. At least four days

of paid leave are accorded incase of sickness or death of the employee’s child,

as well as in case of the death of the employee’s spouse, parent, grandparent,

grandchild or sibling.

Regarding compensation leave, 5(11.4%) of the respondents were aware,

17(38.6%) were not slightly aware, while 22(50%) of the respondents were not

aware (Table 4.6).A study on National Profile of Working Conditions in the

Formatted: Not Highlight
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United Republic of Tanzania ILO (2009) showed that, while the great majority

of workers, both men and women, think that their working time is largely

compatible with their family and social commitments, the extent to which they

can benefit from different leave schemes remain limited. Only one-third of

workers can take paid annual leave, and slightly more than half of workers

enjoy paid sick leave (ILO, 2009).

Table 4.5: Awareness on the Provision of Various Forms of Leave

S/
N

Well Aware Slightly Aware Not Aware

Frequenc
y

Percenta

ge

Frequenc
y

Percenta
ge

Frequenc
y

Percenta
ge

1 Annual
Leave

40 90.9 2 4.5 2 4.5

2 Sick Leave 29 65.5 13 29.5 2 4.5

3 Paternity
Leave

8 18.2 16 36.4 20 45.5

4 Compassiona
te Leave

5 11.4 17 38.6 22 50.0

Source: Field Data (2014).

4.7 Implementation of Employment Standards, Rights and Protection

4.7.1 Equal Employees’ Treatment Despite Their Individual Differences

Data From The Field Showed That Employees are well treated by their

employer (Ulanga district council) despite their individual difference on color,

nationality, tribe, race, religious belief, sex, gender, pregnancy, marital status,

disability and HIV&AIDS (Table 4.6). Unequal treatment was seen very

minimal on areas of place or social origin (2.3%) and on the grounds of

political opinion (6.8%) (Table 4.6). But there is no supporting documents

showing the existence of the unequal treatment of employees in the public

sector due to political opinion or place/area of social origin.

Formatted: Not Highlight
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Section 7 of the ELRA provides protection against direct and indirect

discrimination in employment policies or practices on all grounds set by

Convention No. 111, and it requires employers to promote equal employment

opportunities. The ELRA also includes additional grounds of discrimination

such as nationality, tribe or place of origin, marital status or family

responsibility, disability, HIV&AIDS status, age, and station in life, which the

Government has indicated that it considers to be covered by the Convention.

The responsible body for guaranteeing the application of labor law is the Labor

Commissioner’s Office, which has regulatory and inspectorate powers.

According to the ELRA, employers are also required to register plans to

promote equal opportunity and to eliminate discrimination in the workplace

with the Labor Commissioner and that affirmative action measures are

permitted. In the public service, the Public Service Management and

Employment Policy prohibit overt or unintended discrimination against

women, persons with disabilities and other vulnerable groups in recruitment

processes.
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Table 4.6: Employees’ Treatment Despite their Individual Differences

S/
N

Very Equal Slightly Equal Not Equal

Frequenc
y

Percentag
e

Frequenc
y

Percentage
%

Frequenc
y

Percentag
e

1 Color 36 81.8 8 18.2

2 Nationalit
y

39 88.6 5 11.4

3 Tribe 35 79.5 9 20.5

4 Race 36 81.8 8 18.2

5 Social
origin

34 77.3 9 20.5 1 2.3

6 Political
opinion

29 65.9 12 27.3 3 6.8

7 Religion 36 81.8 8 18.2

8 Sex 35 79.5 9 20.5

9 Gender 39 88.6 5 11.4

10 Pregnanc
y

35 79.5 9 20.5

11 Marital
status

39 88.6 5 11.4

12 Disability 36 81.8 8 18.2

13 HIV&
AIDS

36 81.8 8 18.2

14 Age 35 79.5 9 20.5

15 Place of
origin

38 86.4 5 11.4 1 2.3

Source: Research (2014).

4.7.2 Effectiveness of Employment Standards, Rights and Protection

The researcher had an interest in knowing the extent to which the employer

(Ulanga District Council) has been responsive and effective in adherence to the

employment standards, rights and protection as established in the ELRA(2004,

S.). Concerning the membership on trade unions, it was seen that only

26(59.1%) of the employees were members of trade union, while 18(40.9%)

were not members of the trade unions (Table 4.8), 8 (18.2%) respondents have
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participated in trade unions while 36(81.8%) have not participated.25(56.8%)

claimed to have been granted 60 minutes for daily break, while 19(43.2%) do

not use to be granted, 8(18.2%) of the respondents have not faced denial of

leave by their employer, while 36(88.1%) have been denied 13(  %) were

aware of the employment policy in their council, 14(25.9%) were not aware of

the presence of the employment policy and 17(31.8%) were not sure about the

presence of the employment policy or  23(52.2%) of the respondents claimed

to have forum of discussion at their working place, while on the other hand 21

(47.7%) denied the presence of forum of discussion in their work place as

indicated by (Table 4.7) hereunder.

Table 4.7: Effectiveness of Employment Standards, Rights and Protection

S/N Variables Frequency Percentage

1 Member of trade union Yes 26 59.1

2. Take part in collective
bargaining

Yes 8 18.2

3 60 minutes break given Yes 25 56.8

4 Any denial of leave Yes 8 18.2

5 Employment policy
available

Yes 13 38.7

6 Forum for discussion Yes 23 52.2

Total 44 100.0
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Source: Research (2014)

The implication for workers joining trade unions could be associated in their

understanding on the role of trade unions in earring employees’ rights within a

work place as previous literatures suggest that trade unions have protecting

workers' economic rights as their main responsibility (Babeiya, 2011). They

have, inter alia, to make sure that workers are paid reasonably in a workers-

friendly working environment.

On the other hand for those employees who were not found to be members of

trade unions this could be situated with low awareness or they are aware but

since it’s a volunteering to be a member, they have decided not to be members

of trade union. On the other hand it can be related with the ineffectiveness of

trade unions in Tanzania as supported by earlier literatures that various

problems such as poor working conditions, low wages/salaries and policies that

are unfriendly to workers continue to affect workers in Tanzania (Babeiya,

2011). For instance, workers have always been blaming investment policies as

they are said to grant more latitude to foreign investors while neglecting

workers’ welfare. With the existence of these problems, trade unions were

expected to be more politically active especially at policy making stage so as to

make sure that such problems are effectively dealt with by the respective

authorities, but they instead remain politically weak.

However, despite those differences in terms of membership in trade union for

employees at Ulanga district council, the main point to stress here is that, they

were aware of their rights to belong to trade unions as provided by the law.

Freedom of association is one of the rights guaranteed by the Constitution of

the United Republic of Tanzania, 1977.Article 20 of the Constitution provides

that every person has a freedom to freely and peaceably assemble, associate

and cooperate with other people. Thus, the Constitution, being the supreme law

of the land, does guarantee the right to freedom of association, and any law that

conflicts with the Constitution has to be declared null and void. The above
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provision of the Constitution is reflected under the ELRA. Sections 9 and 10 of

the ELRA permit workers to form trade unions and employers to form

associations and also to participate in the lawful activities of trade

unions/employers’ associations. It provides that; every employee shall have the

right to form and join a trade union and to participate in the lawful activities of

the trade union. Section 8 prohibits discrimination in trade unions and

employer associations. Therefore unionization at workplaces is perceived by

employees as a fundamental value (Zammit, 2002). This is because it helps the

members to have representation to the management where matters relating to

their rights are discussed on behalf of them.

Collective bargaining is the negotiation process between employees and

employers with the purpose of finding common ground on issues such as

wages, working hours, rules and other relevant working conditions. Data from

the field revealed that; employees’ involvement in the collective bargaining

was found to be very low, where it was seen that, only 8(18.2%) had taken part

in the collective bargaining and 36(81.8%) had not taken part in the collective

bargaining between the employees and the employers at Ulanga District

council (Table 4.8).These findings are similar to those of a survey undertaken

by the Association of Tanzanian Employers (ATE)  which indicated that

employers have not yet fully embraced the possibilities that collective

bargaining can provide. The same is also likely to be true for employees.

Employers and employees familiar with the new labor law will have noticed

that it is not as detailed as they might have expected. Compared with the

abolished legal framework, the new labor law is less prescriptive and provides

minimum requirements. This means that there is a much wider spectrum for

employers and employees to negotiate the terms and conditions of employment

and agree on work standards. It should be mentioned that the labor law might

soon be up for a review given that some important gaps have been identified.

Despite the low involvement of employees in collective bargaining at the area

of the study, collective bargaining has become a fundamental principle of labor
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and industrial relations in many economically developed countries (Aspire

(2010). It is a core value of the International Labor Organization (ILO) and is

inseparably linked with other core values such as the freedom of association

and social dialogue. It is acknowledged that collective bargaining facilitates

labor market governance and therefore is a democracy strengthening factor.

Slowly and surely, collective bargaining is also finding its place in the labor

systems of economically developing countries among them Tanzania.

Besides guaranteeing core rights and protections, minimum employment

standards, regulation of the registration of trade unions and associations,

regulation of the right to strike and lockout and a new labor dispute resolution

system, the relatively new labor law (Employment and Labor Relations Act,

2004) also offers a framework for voluntary collective bargaining. The law is

based on the ILO Collective Bargaining Convention (c. 154 from 1981) which

Tanzania ratified on 14th August, 1998 (Aspire, 2010).

In Tanzania, collective bargaining is covered by the labor law. It is imperative

that employees and employers become familiar with the labor laws’

(Employment and Labor Relations Act, 2004) nine paragraphs in Part VI

which covers collective bargaining. The law establishes, among other things:

that the trade union representing the majority of employees in a company (an

employer) can be recognized as the relevant negotiation partner (exclusive

bargaining agent), that any bargaining should be conducted in good faith, the

confidentiality in regard to any information exchanged as a result of the

bargaining, what constitutes a binding agreement and requirements of the

bargaining process. Normally, a recognized trade union, for example from the

TUCTA family, represents and promotes the opinions and demands of the

employees. Therefore, the ELRA has, in most cases, adopted the minimum

standards on freedom of association and collective bargaining as enshrined in

international labor standards.
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The ELRA (2004, S.23.1-)  provides that, an employer shall give an employee

who works continuously for more than five hours a break of at least sixty

minutes and an employer may require an employee to work during a break only

if the work cannot be left unattended or cannot be performed by another

employee. Data from the field showed that, 25(56.8) of the respondents replied

that they were getting 60 minutes for rest during day works, while 19(43.2%)

of the informants responded that, they were not granted 60 minutes break

during working days(Table 4.8). However the research did not managed to

know the rationale for the failure of the employer to fail to grant the statutory

right of 60 minutes rest for the employees. Nevertheless, this signifies that, the

employer does not abide to ELRA (2004, S.23.ss.1-) as stated above. About

8(18.2%) of the respondents claimed to have been denied for leave, while

36(81.8%) respondent that they have not been denied of their leave by their

employer (Table 4.7).

From (Table 4.7) it was seen that, 13 (29.5%) of the employees said that there

is an employment policy within their organization, 14(31.8%) responded that

there is no employment policy, while available 17(38.6%) were not sure if

there is employment policy or not (Table 4.8).The findings above provide the

implication that, about 70% of the respondents were not aware about the

employment policy of Tanzania. However, it should be noted that, the ELRA

(2004) is exercised within the frame work of employment policy of Tanzania;

thus it was necessary for the employees to be well aware about the policy.

Literatures show that, the current national employment policy for regulating

employment matters in Tanzania is that of 2008, which was ratified to replace

the national employment policy of 1997. The overall objective is to stimulate

national productivity, to attain full, gainful and freely chosen productive

employment, in order to reduce unemployment, underemployment rates and

enhance labor productivity (URT, 2008).

In various organizations, employees are provided with forum for discussion to

share and discuss various matters pertaining to their employment. This can be
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in the form of trade union or in absence of trade union in those organizations

where trade union is not yet formed or has not matured. Data from the field

showed that, about 23(52.2%) of the respondents responded that, there is a

forum of discussion among their employees’ while 21(47.7%) of the

employees argued that, there is no forum for discussion among the employees

(Table 4.8). In accordance to the constitution of the United Republic of

Tanzania section 18(a) provides that every person has a freedom of opinion

and expression of his ideas. However, regarding the ELRA (2004) this right is

exercised under the freedom of expression though trade unions and collective

bargaining, though which; employees can discuss the matters pertaining to

employment with the employer.

It was observed that 47.7% of the respondents, claimed to have no forum of

discussion could be associated with those employees  who are not members of

trade union, as it was viewed previously that 40.9% of the employees were not

members of trade union. Consequently; they find no alternative conducive to

air their views relating to employment matters.

4.8 Understanding of Labour Disputes and Settlement Mechanisms

The Labor Institution Act (LIA, 2007) provides the mechanism for disputes

settlement between the employees and the employers. The researcher intended

to assess the employees understanding on the labor disputes mechanism under

different grounds as provided n the act. Regarding awareness on the disputes

settlement mechanisms, data from the field indicated that, only 2(4.5%) of the

employees were totally aware, 10(22.7%) were not generally aware, 25(56.8%)

were partially aware, while 7(15.9%) were not aware at all. About 4 (9.1%) of

the respondents claimed to have received training on labor disputes and

settlement mechanisms, while 40 (90.9%) said they have not received any

training on labor disputes. 9 (20.5%) of the respondents said that they did get

help on training about labor disputes, 35(79.5%) said that, they have not yet get

help on training about disputes and settlement mechanism.10(22.7) respondent
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to have received training on CMA, while 34(77.3%) responded that, they have

not yet received training on CMA. about 13 (29.5) of the respondents have

received such help from their trade union, while 31(70.5%) were found to have

not received help from the trade union (Table 4.8 ) below.

Table 4.8: Understanding of Labour Disputes and Settlement Mechanisms

S/N Variables Fre
que
ncy

Percentage

1 Awareness on labor disputes
mechanisms

Totally aware 2 4.5

Aware 10 25.2

Partially aware 25 56.8

Not aware 2 15.9

2 Training on labor disputes Yes 4 9.1

3 Any help from training Yes 9 20.5

4 Training on the function of CMA Yes 10 22.7

5 Trade unions assist Yes 13 29.5

Source: Field Data (2014).

While the ELRA makes provisions for core labor rights and provides for the

prevention and settlement of disputes, the LIA establishes various labor

institutions and provides for their functions, powers and duties. The institutions

established by this law include: Labor, Economic and Social Council

(LESCO); Commission for Mediation and Arbitration (CMA); Essential

Services Committee (ESC); Wage Boards; Labor Court(LC); and Labor

Administration and Inspection which is composed of the office of the Registrar

of Organizations, the office of the Labor Commissioner, the Three Assistant
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Labor Commissioners Labor Relations, Labor Inspection and Social security,

and the Labor Officers. While the CMA and LC deal with dispute resolution,

the rest of the institutions deal, essentially, with administrative and policy

issues.

Labor disputes are mainly regulated and resolved by mediation through the

commission of mediation and arbitration (CMA). It is an independent

department of government and has been operating since 2007. The functions of

the Commission are to mediate or arbitrate in any dispute referred to the

Commission in terms of any labor laws, if the parties to the dispute agree to

arbitration or the Labor Court refers a dispute.

The failure of many employees to be aware and understand labor disputes

settlement mechanism as established in LIA (2004), showed that, the

employees at Ulanga district council are in disadvantageous position so long as

they cannot pursue their rights through a legal resolution when a dispute arose

between them and their employer. This is because the LIA (2004) was enacted

to set a new legal framework of labor dispute resolution and the understanding

of the entire disputes settlement mechanism is of great importance to both the

employer and the employees.

Data from Table 4.9 showed that, about 4 (9.1%) of the respondents claimed to

have received training on labor disputes and settlement mechanisms, while 40

(90.9%) said they have not received any training on labor disputes (Table

10.9).Lack of training on labor disputes settlement mechanisms at the field of

the study was the main factor foe employees lack of awareness on the

mechanism as shown above. This shows that, the Tanzania Local Government

Workers Union (TALGWU) at Ulanga district council has not yet played its

role in organizing workshops and seminars for creating awareness on

employees concerning matters related to labor laws and specifically disputes

settlement mechanisms. The trade union should run various courses that

discuss how to analyze the functioning of labor dispute resolution institutions
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and how to implement improvements to strengthen these institutions (Zammit,

2002).

Literatures have emphasized that training on dispute resolution mechanisms

have to be in place in order to manage industrial relations conflict within the

work place before they turn into major industrial actions such as strikes and

lockouts (Felicity,2006). In industrial relations, lack of understanding of

dispute resolutions mechanisms, it is inevitable that disagreements arise

between workers and employers regarding issues related to interests and rights

will not be settled well as directed by the Act, and employees working interests

and rights may be impaired.

It is essential that effective labor dispute resolution mechanisms are in place at

enterprise level, local or national level when labor disputes arise. The

resolution of labor disputes forms part of the functions of the labor

administration system. Some problems in the workplace, in particular, those

related to individual labor rights are handled by the labor inspection system

before they turn into major labor disputes, while other problems have to be

resolved in court.

However, there are also many conflicts including many collective interest

disputes that can be resolved in a more adequate way if the social partners have

a more active role in the resolution of the conflicts. Institutional capacity

building is required for the establishment of more adequate dispute resolution

mechanisms (Felicity, 2006).

Concerning any help from training, about 9(20.5%) of the respondents said that

they did get help on training about labor disputes, 35(79.5%) said that, they

have not yet get help on training about disputes and settlement mechanism

(Table 4.8).These results still reflect the above findings that, there is low level

of training on disputes settlement mechanisms to employees at Ulanga district

council.
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Training on the function of commission for mediation and arbitration (CMA),

it was seen that, 34(77.3%) responded that, they have not yet received training

on CMA (Table 4.8).The fact that, 22.7% of the employees have received

training on the function of CMA implies that still a large number of employees

at the council are not well informed about the function of CMA. However,

CMA aims to facilitate and promote occupational harmony, peace and equality

among workers and employers in Tanzania. In order to realize this role, the

CMA is required to create an enabling environment for better implementation

of Labor Standards and promotion of Industrial harmony through mediation,

arbitration and forums for workers participation (Phanuel, 2012. Thus, the

training should aim to equip the employees with negotiation skills and dispute

management techniques.

The respondents were asked to answer if they have received any help from the

trade union in facilitating training on labor disputes and settlement mechanism.

The fact that 29.5% of the respondents who participated in the study are the

only one assisted by their trade union, indicate that the trade union (TALGWU)

do provide assistance to employees on matters pertaining to CMA, only once

those employees have dispute with their employer. But creating awareness

despite the fact that they have no disputes with their employer was found not to

be done by the trade union at the scope of field off the study.

4.9 Challenges Facing the Implementation of Employment Standards,

Rights and Protection

During the study; the employee were asked to rate upon the challenges facing

the implementation of employment standards, rights and protection within their

council as established within ELRA (2004). Data from the field indicated that,

lack of employees’ awareness was rated by 20(45%) respondents.(11.4%) lack

of workshops, 8(18.2%) non involvement of employees’ in policy making,

3(6.8%) lack of enforcement machinery by the government, 7(15.9%) lack of
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budget for implementation and 1(2.3%) was fear of annoying the employers by

joining trade unions (Table 4.9).

Table 4.9: Challenges Facing the Implementation of Employment

Standards, Rights and Protection

S/N Challenges Frequency Percent

1 Lack of employees' awareness 20 45.5

2 Lack of workshops 5 11.4

3 Non-involvement of employees
in policy making

8 18.2

4 Lack of enforcement machinery
by the government

3 6.8

5 Lack of Budget for
implementation

7 15.9

6 Fear of annoying the employers
by joining trade unions

1 2.3

Total 6 44 100.0

Source: Field Data (2014).

The newly enacted labor laws provide for fundamental human rights

guarantees such as prohibition of discrimination at the work places, provision

of rights to form and join trade union, prohibition of child labor, prohibition of

forced labour save for works of military character under the National Defence

Act, 1966.he Constitution of United Republic of Tanzania, 1977 provides for

the right to work and fair remuneration.

Labor laws provide for minimum employment standards that must be adhered

to by employer and employees in both public and private sectors. Poor

implementation of the employment rights, standards and protection as it was

seen at Ulanga district has greatly been contributed by those factors as were

rated above. However, in the private sectors the situation seems to be more

worse. A recent report by Legal and human rights centre LHRC (2013) in

Tanzania on a mini survey on human rights employment standard adherence in

the transportation sector revealed that most employment standards set out in
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labor laws were not adhered to by most employees. The Employment and

Labor Relations Act, 2004 sets out working hours for employees and it

stipulates that an employee is supposed to work six days a week, 45 hours a

week and 9 working hours per day including 1 hour meal break. This standard

was found not being observed at all in the transportation sector. It was revealed

that, most employees in the transportation sector work between 11 – 16 hours

of which study on human rights compliance in transport sector 58.4 percent of

respondent were found to work between those hours and others work beyond

17 hours and have little time to rest per day.

4.10 Alternative Mechanisms for Preventing and Reducing Labour

Disputes

Among the key objectives of the enactment of the Employment and Labor

Relations Act and the Labor Institutions Act, both of 2004, is to provide a

framework for the resolution of disputes by mediation, arbitration and

adjudication; and also to provide the legal framework for effective and fair

employment relations and minimum standards regarding conditions of work

(Mwalongo, 2014). This explains that the current labor laws came in to address

and resolve among other things the labor disputes handling procedure. Despite

the existence of this legal roadmap for dispute resolution and handling in

Tanzania, during the study, the respondents were granted an opportunity to

suggest better methods or techniques that can be used to prevent and reduce the

rate of labor disputes in Tanzania. Data from the field indicated that about

13(29.5%) the use of CMA, 8(18.1%) general meetings, 12(27.2%) trade

unions and 9(20.4%) said the use of collective bargaining (Table 4.10).
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Table 4.10: Techniques that can be used to Reduce and Prevent the Rate
of Labor Disputes in Tanzania

S/N Techniques to Reduce Labor Disputes Frequency Percent

1 The use of CMA 13 29.5

2 General Meetings 8 18.1

3 Trade Unions 12 27.2

4 Collective Bargaining 9 20.4

Total 44 100.0

Source: Field Data (2014).

4.10.1 The Use of CMA

Under the Employment Act, every employee has the right to strike in respect of

a dispute of interest. Equally, every employer is entitled to lockout in respect of

a dispute of interest. A dispute of interest refers to a labor dispute which does

not arise from the application, interpretation or implementation of an

agreement with an employee, collective agreement, the Employment Act or

any other written law administered by the Minister responsible for labor. It

follows that for labor rights which are already provided for in a written

agreement or labor laws, the right to strike or lockout is unavailable.

The reasons for the respondents to suggest the use of CMA in preventing and

reducing disputes such as employees’ strikes and employers’ lock out is due to

the reason that the law provides an elaborate procedure to be followed before

an employee engages in a lawful strike or lockouts by the employer. The first

step is that the dispute must first be referred to the Labor Commission for
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Mediation and Arbitration (CMA) for mediation. The CMA is a quasi-judicial

organ which undertakes mediation and arbitration of disputes in labor dispute

proceedings. During mediation proceedings, decisions are arrived at by mutual

consent of both parties. If the CMA mediation fails and the strike has been

called by a trade union, the second step is that the trade union must conduct a

ballot. For the strike to be sustainable, a majority of the trade union members

who voted must support the strike. Finally, the employees are required to issue

to the employer a 48-hour notice of their intention to strike before commencing

lawful strike.

It is significant to underscore that the Employment Act further stipulates the

procedure for lawful lockouts. Firstly, an employer who intends to engage in

lockouts is required to refer the dispute to the CMA for mediation. If the

dispute remains unresolved at the conclusion of mediation proceedings, the

next step is for the employer or employer’s association to issue to the

employees or trade union a 48 hours notice of intention to lockout before

commencing lockouts.

It is clear that the staggered procedure, not to mention the intervening

mediation proceedings, for lawful lockouts and strike action, gives the parties

an opportunity to resolve their differences amicably. The stepped procedure

further allows the employer to take remedial measures with a view to

mitigating his/her losses when the intended strike commences. Earlier

literatures have evidenced that, the new labor regime obtaining in Tanzania

is commendable for introducing mediation proceedings to resolve disputes.

Where the parties are acting in good faith, mediation has proved to be a

valuable tool in amicable settlement of disputes, thereby saving time and

resources of the parties.

4.10.2 General Meetings

The respondents suggested that, the management and the trade unions can use

general meeting between employers and employees as a forum to discuss
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various matters pertaining to work. In this way the, employees can develop

awareness on issues related to their working conditions as established in the act

(ELRA,2004).They further suggested that, such general meetings can be

supplemented by employees’ seminars and workshops within the council. In

this there can be prevention and reduction on labor disputes within the council.

4.10.3 Trade Unions

A trade union may be referred to as a union/association composed of workers

of the same or of several allied trades (Shadrack, 2012). In other words, labor

union, a craft union or multi-craft union, industrial union, and vertical union.

The above position is reiterated by the Employment and Labor Relations Act

(ELRA) No. 6 of 2004 which interprets trade union to mean any number of

employees associated together for the purpose, whether by itself or with other

purposes, of regulating relations between employees and their employers or the

employers' associations to which the employers belong. This means, a trade

union is an association of workers, with exclusion of employers' association

(organization). As an association of either employees or employers, a trade

union is registered to regulate the relations between any of employees and

employers; employees and employers' association; employees' federation and

employers' association; employees and employees or their respective

federation; employers and employers or their respective federation.

The two relatively new laws, the labor Institution Act, 2004 and the

Employment and labor Relations Act, 2004 mark the cornerstones of the

modernized labor relations regime in Tanzania (Aspire, 2010). The Acts

establish new labor institutions an important one of which is the CMA as a

means of resolving labor disputes. The new labor regime introduces the

principle that labor disputes should be solved as early and at a low a level as

possible. It recommends that labor disputes be resolved at the place of work.

This requires, among other things, that both employers and worker/s are aware

of their rights and obligations and how to manage those labor disputes.
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Over the years, trade unions and employers' organizations such as the Trade

Union Congress of Tanzania (TUCTA) and the Association of Tanzanian

Employers (ATE) have offered courses to their members and representatives

on the new labor laws, and how these organs such as trade unions can be used

to settle disputes between the employers and the employees. These means that

employees within the organization have a initial tool to use, that is trade union,

which is a forum of negotiations between employers and employees, once there

is a problem that arise in the course of employment before turning to a dispute.

However, the successful of this strategy will be materialized so long as there

are more enrollments of employees in the trade unions in Tanzania. This is

because; the study has shown that, about 40.9 of the respondents were not

members of trade unions. Thus this is a challenge for the use of trade union as

a tool to prevent and reduce labor disputes in Tanzania Public sector.

4.10.4 Collective Bargaining

Collective bargaining is the negotiation process between employees and

employers with the purpose of finding common ground on issues such as

wages, working hours, rules and other relevant working conditions (Aspire,

2010). Collective bargaining has become a fundamental principle of labor and

industrial relations in many economically developed countries. It is a core

value of the International Labor Organization (ILO) and is inseparably linked

with other core values such as the freedom of association and social dialogue.

It is acknowledged that collective bargaining facilitates labor market

governance and therefore is a democracy strengthening factor. Collective

Bargaining Agreements are written agreements concluded by a registered

trade union and an employer or registered employers’ association on any labor

matter. This therefore means an employer can not conclude a Collective

Bargaining Agreement with a group of employees or an individual employee.
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The Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA) serves the purposes of improving

employment and labor matters set under the law and the employment contract.

The law provides minimum standards but these can be improved through a

CBA. The ratification of Convention No 87 on Freedom of Association and the

Protection of the Right to a great extent led to the inclusion of the whole of part

VI on Collective Bargaining Agreements into our Employment and

Labor Relations Act, 2004 and Employment and Labor Relations (Code of

Good Practice) Rules, 2007.

Section 68 of the Employment and Labor Relations Act, 2004 provides that

any labor matter can be brought up for negotiation, while Section 4 of the Act

defines a labor matter as any matter relating to employment or labor relations.

Rule 55 spells out bargaining matters to include:

 Wages

 Terms and conditions of employment and allowances

 Matters related to policy and practices such as: Recruitment,

appointment, transfer and suspension

 Health issues/benefits

 Training, discipline, and termination of employment

 Matters related to relationships such as: Organizational rights,

negotiation and dispute procedures

 Grievance procedures and any other matter agreed by parties.

Terms and conditions of service which are negotiated are over and above the

terms and conditions of employment in individual employment contracts.

Some of the matters listed above may also be in policy documents such as staff

manuals and collective bargaining attempts to improve on them. Thus

collective bargaining once employed effectively within an organization can

play a great role in preventing and reducing labor disputes.
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CHAPTER FIVE

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Introduction

This chapter covers the summary of the study findings, conclusion,

recommendations and areas that has been suggested for further studies. Initially

this study had an objective of making an assessment of public sector

employees’ awareness on Labor Laws in Tanzania, a case study of Ulanga

District Council. Specifically was guided by five specific objectives which

were to find out employees awareness of labor rights under the new labor law,

to examine employees’ understanding on labor disputes, to determine

employees’ awareness on dispute settlement procedures and to   explore better

techniques for labor dispute preventions.

5.2 Summary of the Findings

The study intended to cover, a sample of 100 employees from the area of the

study. Unfortunately it was only 44 (44%) of the respondents who participated

in the study. However, the study managed to represent all employees at the

area of the study in terms of gender, education and other demographic factors.

Employees awareness on the current labor law was measured basing on various

sections within the ELRA(2004).Generally the results indicated that there were

some areas within the act, where by the employees were well aware, while

there were other sections of the same act in which they were totally not aware.

These can be briefly viewed as follows.

 Awareness on the employment rights at work: The research showed

that nearly half of the respondents who took part in the study 20

(45.5%) were well aware of the employments rights at their work, while

the rest of the respondents were not aware.

 Fundamental rights, protections and discrimination: This part of the

ELRA(2004) covers prohibition of child labor (ELRA, 2004, S.5)

Prohibition of forced labor (ELRA, 2004, S.6), Prohibition of
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discrimination in the workplace (ELRA, 2004, S.7) Prohibition of

discrimination in trade unions and employer Associations (S.8),

Employee’s right to freedom of association (ELRA, 2004, S.9),

Employer’s right to freedom of association (ELRA, 2004S.10) and

Rights of trade unions and employers' associations (ELRA, 2004, S.11).

The research has showed that, about 13(29.5%) of the respondents were

not aware, while the rest of the respondents were not aware.

Despite law awareness, the research did not establish primarily or

secondary violation of the fundamental rights, protections and

discrimination. Weakness was found in both informal and formal sector

especially in prevalence’s of child labor in contrary to the act.

 The right to freedom of association and Collective bargaining: while 25

(56.8%) were aware of their rights to freedom of association,

19(43.2%) were not aware. Moreover, about 23(52.3%) of the

informants were aware of their right to collective bargaining, while

21(47.7%) were not aware of their right to collective bargaining.

Nevertheless both freedom of association and collective bargaining

were found to be not effective in the area of the study

 The Need for Trade Unionism:40(90.1%) of the respondents were

aware of their statutory right of forming and belonging to trade union as

a roadmap for their interest, ensuring cooperation with management in

measures to promote efficiency and good industrial relations.

 Awareness of the employees’ rights and equal treatment despite their

differences as established under ELRA S.7 (4) on grounds of color;

nationality; tribe or place of origin; race; national extraction social

origin; political opinion or religion; sex; gender; pregnancy; marital

status or family responsibility; disability; HIV/Aids; Age; or station of

life. Many of the respondents were not found not having being treated

unequally under the aspects above. However, secondary literatures

evidenced some cases of unequal treatment under the sphere of marital

status.
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 Awareness of Employment rights and Standards: the research showed

that, in some areas such employment contract, remuneration were well

aware. Low awareness was seen in terms of deductions of the

employee’s salary without consent, payment of leave on time, lawful

and unlawful termination or fair and unfair termination, working hours,

overtime payments and working days. However, despite the low

awareness on some forms of the employment standards, the research

found that, the employer abide to the ELRA, 2004 on the employment

rights and standards as provided by the act.

 Implementation of Employment Standards, Rights and Protection: The

findings showed divergence in the implementation of employment

standards, rights and protection as established in ELRA (2004).there

was seen the existence of trade union and collective bargaining among

the employees. On the other hand there was low participation of

employees in these statutory obligations. Weaknesses were seen on the

areas of low awareness of employees’ on the presence of employment

policy and the lack of forum for discussion.

 Employees’ understand labor disputes settlement mechanism: the

research showed that it was only 2(4.5%) of the employees who were

well aware on the labor disputes settlement mechanism. Moreover,

employees’ training on labor disputes settlement mechanism was very

low(9.1%), which implied that; TALGWU at Ulanga district council

has not yet played its role well in organizing workshops and seminars

for creating awareness on employees concerning matters related to

labor laws and specifically disputes settlement mechanisms.
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5.3 Conclusion

Tanzania overhauled its Employment and Labor Laws in 2004 when it enacted

the Employment and Labor Relations Act, Act No. 6 of 2004 (the Employment

Act) and the Labor Institutions Act, Act No. 7 of 2004 (Labor Institutions Act).

Whereas the Employment Act provides for labor standards, rights and duties,

the Labor Institutions Act constitutes the governmental organs charged with

the task of administering the labor laws. Subsequently, in 2007 several pieces

of subsidiary legislation were promulgated to facilitate the enforcement of

labor rights and standards stipulated in the Employment Act. One of the most

significant of these is the Employment and Labor Relations (Code of Good

Practice) Rules, No. 42 of 2007.Indeed, the new laws further enact

employment and labor standards which, by and large, conform to the labor

standards set by the International Labor Organization.

This implies that, they act as a compass in regulating all matters relating to

employment in Tanzania between the two players namely the employers and

employees’. The study has shown an immense variation on the employee’s

awareness of labor laws in Ulanga district council, as well as weaknesses on

the supporting mechanisms for enhancing the awareness such as the trade

unions. this is not a good sign of creating the effectiveness of rule of law

within a working place, because understanding of the law is of great significant

as each part become aware of its implied rights, duties and responsibilities, and

which procedures to follow when one among the players violate the law. Lack

of employees’ awareness of the labor law places their statutory rights and

obligations in a disadvantageous position. The law is important because

without the law there would be so much chaos in the world of work today.

Thus the respective organizations and other labor institutions should foster and

nurture capacity building in ensuring that, employees are well aware of what

guides and protects them while working so as to secure both the employer and

employees.
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Therefore Attainment of the principle objective of the Employment and labor

relations Act, 2004, will be attained through the collaboration of the public

service employers and employees’ representative organs (trade unions) in

creating awareness on the Act as well as putting it on the daily practice of their

work. This can be attained through the use of the trade unions on the side of

employees and through seminars, workshops organized by both the employer

and the trade union. In this way there will be great awareness on the ELRA

(2004) and effective and efficient attainment of Employment Standards, Rights

and Protections among Public Servants in Tanzania as established in the Act,

which in turn will enhance good organizational performance, harmony and

industrial democracy under the umbrella of ELRA (2004)

5.4 Recommendations

In view of the findings above, the researcher was in position to make the

following recommendations, which will help in widening the panorama of

employees’ understanding and applicability of labor laws in Tanzania. These

are as shown below.

The Need for Labor Law Policy

Although there have been improvements in laws and policies, the reality is

changing very slowly and there is an urgent need for labor policies that would

ensure that employees awareness on labor laws is enhanced, so that employees

are more and  better protected and, most importantly, well paid. In particular,

more efforts need to be made to ensure that employees are guaranteed

participation in bargaining processes, so that their concerns about wages,

working hours and there conciliation of work are taken into account.

The informal economy

The most significant challenge for labor law in the United Republic of

Tanzania is to extend its reach to the informal sector. Standards relating to

working conditions are for the most part observed in the formal sector, but the

formal sector accounts very small the total labor force. More than 90 per cent
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of the workforce, then, is vulnerable to work under conditions that are below

the minimum labor standards and which are not covered under ELRA (2004).

It is therefore vital for the respective authority to take measures to en-sure that

the informal sector is brought within legal framework covering labor law in

Tanzania. More active and creative methods need to be developed to reach out

also to the informal sector workers.

Collective Bargaining and Trade Unions

In principle, trade unions should provide workers with information on their

legal entitlements, creating awareness to the employees on how are they

covered in the labor laws. This is due to the field that, an organization does

accommodate employees with different academic disciplines to the extent that

not all can comprehend well the content and implication of ELRA (2004) to the

extent that still many employees are not fully familiar with the contents of the

new labor laws as well as the procedures associated with them. More capacity

building sessions on labor laws, social dialogue, collective bargaining and

procedures associated with them should be given more priority at the working

place.

Gender Equality

The ELRA appears to be the main legal tool for gender equality in employment

in Tanzania. However, workers in remotes rural areas or in informality

especially women, which has a very large share in the economy of Tanzania,

are not covered by national law and sometimes they are not even aware of their

rights; therefore, once such an advanced equal opportunity legal framework has

been put in place, the knowledge of its existence needs to be spread in order for

essential labor rights to reach all the workers in the country
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5.5 Areas for Further Research
The researcher is proposing the same study on the occupational health safety

act (2003) and workers compensation act (2008).The rationale behind the

suggestion is that, these statutes have direct link to the employees in Tanzania

in safeguarding booth their labor rights and working conditions.

Lastly, the researcher is suggesting another study, on the effectiveness of

ELRA (2004) at Ulanga district Council. This is due to the reason that, the

findings will give a clear picture on how the employer is exercising the law

particularly in those areas in which this study has established employees’ low

awareness and understanding.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX I-QUESTIONNAIRE
Part A. Respondents Personal Information:

Please provide an answer to each question below:

i. Respondents’ Age: _____

ii. What is your level of education? (Tick one)

☐ Ordinary Level

☐ Advanced Level

☐ College

☐ University

iii. Employment Occupation: _______________

iv. Gender

☐ Male

☐ Female

Part B: Detailed Questions on Public Servants’ awareness New

Labor Law in Tanzania.

a) Are you aware of your employment rights and at work?

☐ Not Aware

☐ Least Aware

☐ Well Aware

b) How informed are you about the following fundamental rights

and protections Discrimination regarding your employment?

Well Aware Least Aware         Not Aware

☐ ☐ ☐

c) Do you understand the meaning of freedom of association?

☐ Yes

☐ No

d) Are you aware of your right to collective bargaining?
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☐ Yes

☐ No

e) Are you aware of your right to be treated equally despite of

the following differences?

S/N Aw
are

Slightly
Aware

Not
aware
at all

1 Colour

2 Nationality

3 Tribe or place of

origin

4 Race

5 Social origin

6 Political opinion

7 Religion

8 Sex

9 Gender

10 Pregnancy

11 Marital status

12 Disability

13 HIV/Aids

14 Age

15 or place of origin

f) Do you think there is a need for trade unionism in your

organization?

☐ Yes

☐ No

Part C: Assessment on Awareness of Employment rights and

Standards:

i. Are you aware of any documents that are provided by your employer as

a Proof of written statement of your terms and conditions of

employment, which is (Employment contract)?
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☐ Yes

☐ No

ii. Do you know and possess a copy of the contract between you and your

Employer upon employment?

☐ Yes

No

iii. To your opinion why are employment contracts given by the

Employer?

Legal requirement

Employers practice/culture

Others

iv. Are you aware that Remuneration is one of the key areas in

employment standards?

Yes

No

v. How is your remuneration paid?

Hourly

Daily

Weekly

Monthly

vi. Are you paid your Remuneration in monetary form?

Yes

No

vii. Are remunerations paid on time as specified by the Law?

Yes

No

viii. Do you know that law requires the employer in every payment of

remuneration to be with a written statement of particulars (Salary slip)?

Yes

No
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ix. Has there been a case where deductions were made from your

remuneration by the employer without your consent?

Yes

No

x. Does the following forms of leave provided by your employer?

S/N Well
Aware

Slightly
Aware

Not
Aware

1 Annual Leave

2 Sick Leave

3 Paternity Leave

4 Compassionate

Leave

5

xi. Is your leave paid timely?

Yes

No

xii. Are you aware of fair termination as one of the employment standards?

Yes

No

Not sure

xiii. Do you know what amounts to fir and unfair termination?

Yes

No

xiv. If your response to the above question was “Yes” Briefly explain what

you understand to be unfair termination.

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

…………………………

xv. What are your stipulated working hours per day?
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6 Hrs

8 Hrs

9 Hrs

10 Hrs

12 Hrs

Not sure

xvi. How many days are you entitled to work and you use to work in a

week?

5 Days

6 Days

7 Days

xvii. Does your contract bind you to work extra hours beyond normal work

hours?

Yes

No

Don’t Know

Sometimes

xviii. If yes, how many more hours are you supposed to work extra and how

it being compensated?

1 hour

2 hours

3 hours

It depends

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

………………

xix. Are you aware that the employer is supposed to pay you not less than

one and a half times your basic wage on overtime?

Yes

No
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Part D: Assessment of Implementation of Employment Standards,

rights and protection:

i. How equal are employees in your organization treated despite their

differences in the following aspects?

S/N Very
Equal

Slightly
Equal

Not
Equal

1 Color

2 Nationality

3 Tribe or place of
origin

4 Race

5 Social origin

6 Political opinion

7 Religion

8 Sex

9 Gender

10 Pregnancy

11 Marital status

12 Disability

13 HIV/Aids

14 Age

15 or place of origin

ii. Are you a member of any trade union at your workplace?

Yes

No

iii. Have you ever take part of a collective bargain?

Yes

No
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iv. Are you given 60minutes break after a continuously working for 5

hours during working days?

Yes

No

If No, briefly explain

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

v. Has there been any case of denial of leave requested immediately after

a lapse of another leave?

Yes

No

If yes, briefly explain reason for denial

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

…………

vi. Are you aware of you employment rights as stipulated in the

Employment and labor relation act, 2004?

Yes

No

Is there an employment policy developed by your organization?

Yes

No

Not sure

vii. Are you provided with a forum for you to air your problems regarding

the treatment in your working environment by the employer?

Yes

No
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Rarely

Part E: The Extent do public employees’ understand labor disputes

mechanism in Tanzania?

a. What is your level of awareness on labor dispute settlement

issues?

(a) Totally aware

(b) Aware

(c) Partially aware

(d) Not aware

b. Have you received any form of training on labor dispute

settlement?

(e) Yes

(f) No

c. If your answer to the question above is Yes, has that training

helped to improve your performance?

(g) Yes

(h) No

d. Is the training of labor laws and new labor laws and how it

works the function of CMA?

e. Are the trade unions providing enough assistance about labor

laws and new labor laws and how it works to their clients?

f.To your opinion what challenges faces the implementation of

employment standards, rights and protection (tick the ones you agree

with)

Lack of Employees Awareness

Lack of workshops

Non-involvement of employees in policy making

Lack of Enforcement machinery by the Government
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Lack of budget for implementation

Fear of annoying the employer by joining trade unions

THE END

THANKS FOR YOUR KINDNESS
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APPENDIX II:  INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

ULANGA DISTRICT COUNCIL-MANAGEMENT STAFFS
i. Do the public sector employees’ are aware of the new labor law in

Tanzania?

ii. Is there awareness among public sector employees’ on the labor rights

under the new labor law

iii. To what extent do public employees’ understand labor disputes

mechanism in Tanzania?

iv. Do public employees’ in Tanzania understand the dispute settlement

procedures?

v. What are the better techniques that can be in place to reduce and prevent

the rate of labor dispute in Tanzania?

THE END

THANKS FOR YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS


